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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation was written as part of the MA in the Classical Archaeology 
and the Ancient History of Macedonia at the International Hellenic University. 
The paper discusses the worship of Aphrodite and the clay figurines found in 
different positions in the city of Pella. The several types of clay figurines are described 
and an attempt to give an interpretation for their use is made. The study of the 
material led to the identification of eight types. The objective was to explore the 
variations within the different types of the figurines and find parallels of each type 
separately. Special focus is attempted on the interaction between the worship of the 
goddess and the local community, in a way that Aphrodite played an important role 
in the daily religious activities of the city’s population. For example, the mortal ladies 
of Pella offered themselves to the chthonian deities in order to favour the deceased. 
Beyond her chthonic character, Aphrodite was worshipped as Aphrodite Pandemos in 
the Sanctuary of Pella. This aspect of Aphrodite is bound up with the commoners of 
Pella in a sense that the deity unites its people socially and politically. The problem 
statement relies on understanding the role of the clay figurines, the presence of which 
is traced not only in the homes and sanctuaries, but in the tombs as well. Especially in 
the rock-cut chamber tombs at Pella figurines were an essential escort in the female 
burials. 
 
Keywords: Pella, Aphrodite, clay figurines, tombs, chthonian, offerings, busts, 
workshops. 
 
 
                                                                                    Anastasia Zamioudi  
                                                                                                                           February 2018                 
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PREFACE 
 
Τhis postgraduate thesis deals with Aphrodite in the terracottas of Pella during 
the Hellenistic period. 
  The study begins with an examination of the location of worship in the city of 
Pella. (Chap.1) and is divided into four sub-chapters. In the first one the architectural 
form and the kind of worship of the goddess in the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods 
and Aphrodite are presented. The goddess's worship in the Sanctuary is confirmed by 
specific finds which are also mentioned. The second sub-chapter has to do with the 
Thesmophorion and its architectural form, associating it with the worship of 
Aphrodite. The third sub-category discusses the third location in Pella where figurines 
of Aphrodite were found, the east cemetery. Its burial use and the variety of terracotta 
figurines are discussed, while making an effort to connect the characteristics of the 
figurines of the cemetery with specific terracotta centers of the Greek world. The 
influence of the local workshop of Pella of the 4th c.BC. from the abovementioned 
regions is also commented. The last sub-category deals with the figurines found in the 
rock-cut chamber tombs of Pella. The importance of their discovery lies in the 
evidence that the latter provide for the burial offerings and the architectural form of 
the tombs in Macedonia during the Hellenistic era. 
Next follows matters concerning the technique of the figurines. The clay from 
which the figurines were made is local. The process of making the figurines with the 
technique of the mould is almost the same throughout the period. However, 
Thesmophoria figurines present some new technical elements mentioned in the 
chapter.  
The largest part of the study occupies the third chapter of the study, which 
presents the iconographic types of Aphrodite found at Pella. The first type- Aphrodite 
unbinding her sandal- is discussed in the first sub-chapter. The iconographic type and 
also its origin and dating are examined. Variations of this type concerning the 
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supplementary elements of the representation are mentioned. Sculptural, terracotta 
and bronze representations of the theme are also presented.  
The second sub-chapter deals with Aphrodite Anadyomene. The type was 
widely spread in the Hellenistic period, therefore it had resulted in a large number of 
repetitions, concerning the naked or semi-naked image of the goddess. The variations 
presenting this type of Aphrodite come mainly from Myrina, since this type had a great 
impact on the terracotta workshops of Asia Minor. Together with the figurines from 
Myrina, the ones from the Hellenistic rock-cut tombs of Veroia are mentioned, which 
stylistically are very close to the figurines of Pella. Again, the supplementary elements 
and symbols are those that differentiate them from the figurines of Pella.  
The leaning Aphrodite is analyzed in the third sub-chapter. The particular type 
is found in the Sanctuary of Mother of Gods and Aphrodite and in the rock-cut 
chamber tombs of Pella. Particular emphasis is placed on the supplementary symbols 
of the representations, which are compared with the corresponding ones from Veroia, 
certifying the close relationship between the two regions.  
Aphrodite in a comfortable posture is described in the fourth sub-chapter. 
Examples come from the Sanctuary, where the goddess is depicted seating on a seat 
and also from the east cemetery, where a similar posture is depicted on a plastic 
lekythos. Examples from the rock-cut chamber tombs complete the list of figurines of 
Pella that belong to this type. The variation of the postures of the seated figures has 
created a number of representations, some of which are mentioned in this sub-
chapter. Their common stylistic elements are connected with the review in the general 
conception of the strict frontal posture and the creation of three-dimensional 
compositions. After that, an interpretation for the semi-naked female figures is given, 
connecting them with female deities with chthonic character.  
The Kourotrophos Aphrodite is analyzed in the fifth sub-category. The problem 
of the interpretation of Kourotrophoi figures is examined, presenting contradictory 
opinions whether the Kourotrophoi are mortal or divine figures. The examples of 
Kourotrophos from Pella derive exclusively from the Sanctuary. The similarities and 
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the differences with the Kourotrophoi figures from the rock-cut tombs of Veroia are 
stressed.  
In the next two sub-chapters- sixth and seventh- the type of Aphrodite with a 
censer and the type of the revealed Aphrodite respectively are briefly mentioned. 
Both groups of figurines are found in the Thesmophorion.   
The first part of the thesis is completed with the fourth chapter, in which busts 
are presented. This type of terracotta figurines comes exclusively from the tombs of 
the east cemetery of Pella. The importance of the busts for Pella’s terracotta 
production throughout the Hellenistic era is highlighted and also their common 
characteristics with busts from northern Greece, indicating thus a common production 
source. The chapter ends with the interpretation of the busts which lies to the wish of 
the living to ensure their dead in the Underworld under the protection of the deity 
honoured in the city.  
The biggest part of the second part occupies the terracotta figurines catalogue. 
The figurines were chosen based on the type of Aphrodite. The thesis is completed 
with the exposition of the conclusions which emerged from the study of the material.   
The chapter is completed with the type of Aphrodite with a swan. The two 
examples coming from the east cemetery are described in detail. The use of such a 
composition has been used in the decoration of the plastic lekythoi, thus the 
connection of the grave offerings with the worship of the chthonic Aphrodite is 
obvious. The variations of the type are also referred. The examples come from houses 
at Olynthus and Athens, as well as from Tanagra and consist products of the local 
workshop. The thesis is completed by presenting the conclusions which emerged from 
the study of the material. 
I would like to express my warm thanks to those people that were involved in 
this study. In particular, I would like to thank my supervisor professor Mr. I.M. 
Akamatis. This work would not have been materialized at the present form without 
his incisive observations and intellectual directions. I owe a deep of gratitude to my 
parents, Ditsios and Eygenia, for their constant encouragement and support. My 
beloved and supportive husband, Thomas, for putting up my passion with archaeology 
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and always being by my side. Last but not least to my brother Christos and his wife Evi 
for their useful advice.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Aphrodite had a widespread worship in antiquity. For her origin, many 
different views have been put forward with the prevailing view that the name and the 
status of Aphrodite is of Indo-European origin1. The worship was transferred on the 
coast of the East Mediterranean by the Mycenaeans during the second half of the 
second millennium. Later, it was spread in the coastal areas of Greece, under a newer 
form, while in the regions of the mainland Greece continued to operate with her old 
character2. 
According to the tradition of the east Greek regions, Aphrodite was born from 
the cut genitals of Saturn that fell into the sea and the goddess emerged from its foam. 
The scene of the birth of Aphrodite from the sea amid the Agora of Gods was depicted 
in the golden relief of the base of the throne of Zeus in Olympia, described by 
Pausanias3. In the sixth Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite (“τοῦ αὐτοῦ Ὁμήρου ὕμνος εἰς 
Ἀφροδίτην”), where the birth of Aphrodite from the foam of the sea is praised, Horae 
approach the goddess and give her immortal clothes4. In the fifth Homeric Hymn to 
Aphrodite she is called daughter of Zeus and Dione 5 . However, the Aphrodite 
worshipped in Greece was not the child of Zeus and Dione of the Homeric Hymn, but 
the daughter of Ouranos, hence the name Ourania. This name of Aphrodite indicates 
that the goddess descends from Ouranos. The precursor form of Ourania may be 
considered the greatest goddess of the Semitic people of the East, the one worshipped 
as the “queen of Ouranos”.  
                                                          
1 For the Phoenician Aphrodite (Astarte) identified with the Greek Aphrodite Ourania see Lexikon der 
griechischen und römischen Mythologie v. I 1 in lemma Aphrodite, Die orientalische Aphrodite, 390-
391, (W.H. Roscher, A. Furtwängler); EAA in lemma Afrodite, 115 (A.De Franciscis). 
2 Καρδαρά 1988, 56-57 
3 Παυσανίου Ελλάδος Περιήγησις ,V,11,8, “ταύτης δὲ Ἑρμῆς ἔχεται, τοῦ Ἑρμοῦ δὲ Ἑστία: μετὰ δὲ τὴν 
Ἑστίαν Ἔρως ἐστὶν ἐκ θαλάσσης Ἀφροδίτην ἀνιοῦσαν ὑποδεχόμενος, τὴν δὲ Ἀφροδίτην στεφανοῖ 
Πειθώ”.  
4 Hom. Hymn, VI, ‘’κι αὐτὴν οἱ χρυσοστόλιστες οἱ Ὧρες τὴν καλωσόρισαν περίχαρα, καὶ θεῖα τὴν 
ἔντυσαν ἐνδύματα…’’ 
5 Καρδαρά 1988, 61 ff; Neue Pauly in lemma Aphrodite, A.Genealogie, 838-839 (Vinciane Pirenne-
Delforge Romsée). 
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From the sources, we are informed about the presence of the goddess in her 
oldest sanctuaries. Herodotus tells us that the Sanctuary of Ourania at Ascalon of Syria 
is the oldest one in the East, while, according to him, her Sanctuary in Cyprus has its 
beginning at Ascalon of Syria, while the third one in Kythera was founded by the 
Phoenicians who came again from the same parts of Syria6. All the above confirm 
something that the ancient Greeks already knew, that Aphrodite came to Greece from 
the East7.  
The primary distinction is made between Aphrodite Ourania and Aphrodite 
Pandemos. Platon 8  in his symposium attempted to differentiate Ourania and 
Pandemos as two distinct goddesses: Aphrodite Pandemos ("common" Aphrodite) is 
said to reign over primal love, while Aphrodite Ourania ("heavenly" Aphrodite) 
presides over a higher form of spiritual love9. The names used for Aphrodite in the 
archaic epics 10  such as Iliad, Odyssey and Theogony are Αφροδίτη, Κύπρις and 
Κυθέρεια, attested in limited parts of the tradition.11 
Some researchers attribute the frequent depiction of the goddess in the 
Hellenistic years to her sensuous and full of erotic character. Her erotic charm is 
considered strong enough and able to console even the sadness of death. This 
interpretation is partly accepted by R.R.R. Smith12, who connects the art preferences 
in the Hellenistic period with sensuality which generally characterizes the traditions of 
a society dominated by men, but also with the social rise of the female gender, which 
reaches its peak in the conquest of the royal power in Ptolemaic Egypt13. Different, 
                                                          
6 Ηροδότου Ιστορίαι, I, 105 
7 Simon 1996, 230 
8 Πλάτων Συμπόσιον, 181‘’ Ὁ μὲν οὖν (Ἔρως) τῆς Πανδήμου Ἀφροδίτης ὡς ἀληθῶς πάνδημός (b) ἐστι 
καὶ ἐξεργάζεται ὅτι ἂν τύχῃ· καὶ οὗτός ἐστιν ὃν οἱ φαῦλοι τῶν ἀνθρώπων ἐρῶσιν. ὁ δὲ τῆς Οὐρανίας 
πρῶτον μὲν οὐ μετεχούσης θήλεος ἀλλ᾽ ἄρρενος μόνον—καὶ ἔστιν οὗτος ὁ τῶν παίδων ἔρως—ἔπειτα 
πρεσβυτέρας, ὕβρεως ἀμοίρου’’. 
9 EAA in lemma Aphrodite, 115 (A.De Franciscis); Neue Pauly in lemma Aphrodite, B.2 Männer, 839 
(Vinciane Pirenne-Delforge Romsée); Lexikon der griechischen und römischen Mythologie v. I 1 in 
lemma Aphrodite, 399 (W.H. Roscher, A. Furtwängler). 
10 For the epithets used in epics see Lexikon der griechischen und römischen Mythologie v. I 1 in 
lemma Aphrodite (b) Die orientalische Aphrodite bei den Griechen, 395-396 (A. Furtwängler). 
11 Boedeker 1974, 19 
12 Smith 1991, 72-83 
13 Τζαναβάρη 2002, 222 
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however, is the view of W. Neumer-Pfau14, connecting the relationship of naked or 
semi-naked representations of Aphrodite with the evolution of the female gender in 
the societies of the Hellenistic period, concluding that the change in the degree of the 
stripping of the goddess certainly signifies a change in the status of women, but it is 
not accompanied by a parallel variation in the evaluation of her social role. In contrast, 
in the bare figures, depicted in clay figurines of the 7th c. BC and found in sanctuaries, 
K. Böhm recognizes exclusively elements associated with female fertility 15 . More 
convincing, however, appears to be the view that the frequent depiction of Aphrodite 
is a consequence of the approach of the Greek with east deities, a process that 
followed the campaign of Alexander the Great in Asia and caused a preference for the 
cults of Asian origin. The forms are all borrowed from Greece, but the background is 
oriental16. Like most major deities of Greek pantheon have a chthonic character, so 
does Aphrodite, who is not only the goddess of euphoria and fertility of the upper 
world, but of the underworld as well. She is the sympathetic goddess of alive and dead, 
unlike the heartless Persephone17. The ancient sources testify the chthonic character 
of Aphrodite18. These are the references of Plutarch and Pausanias who mention the 
nicknames έπιτυμβυδία ή έπιτυμβία (“Aphrodite of the tomb”)19 και μελαινίς (“ the 
dark one”)20. L.R. Farnell attributes the undeniable relationship with the forces that 
control life and nature to the cult of Aphrodite as the goddess of death21. With this 
chthonic character, Aphrodite symbolizes fertility and the victory of life over death22. 
Thus, according to the observations mentioned above, we may conclude that the 
chthonic character of the goddess is the one that established her presence in the 
                                                          
14 Neumer-Pfau 1982, 245    
15 Böhm 1990, 136 
16 Pottier - Reinach 1887, 144; Marcadé 1969, 249-259 
17 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 252 
18 Farnell 1896, 652-659 
19 Πλουτάρχου Ηθικά, 269b, 6-8. In Delphi there was a statuette of the goddess Επιτυμβίας, to which 
honours were attributed by those who made libations to the dead. For the name got in Delphi see 
also Neue Pauly in lemma Aphrodite, D.Opfer und rituale, 842 (Vinciane Pirenne-Delforge Romsée). 
20 Παυσανίου Ελλάδος Περιήγησις, II, 2, 4 . With this name the goddess was worshiped in a temple at 
Kraneio of Corinth, within a grove where the shrine of Vellerefontis was.  
21 Farnell 1896, 650 ff   
22 Βοκοτοπούλου 1990, 40   
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funerary monuments. The multitude of the cult epithets 23  that accompany her 
testifies the many hypostaseis as the goddess of vegetation24, as the patroness of the 
seamen in the promontories and ports (she was worshipped as λιμενία in Epidaurus 
and Hermione)25, as the patroness of the town26, as a goddess of war (Aphrodite of 
Thebes), but mainly she was worshipped as the goddess of love 27  marriage and 
children. As a war goddess, Aphrodite of Acrocorinth28 and Sparta29 held arms. Also, 
the statue in the sanctuary of Ourania in Cythera (the most sacred and oldest 
sanctuary of Aphrodite in Greece according to Pausanias), was armed30. Aphrodite 
armed is met for the first time in the classical years, in the statue of Epidaurus, at the 
National Museum of Athens, dressed in a chiton and himation, bearing diagonally the 
cartridge belt. 
The aromatic ointments and oils were very important for Aphrodite’s worship. 
No other goddess is more appropriate to supervise the preparation of aromatic oils. 
In Iliad the goddess anoints the dead body of Hector to protect it from the decay31. 
Many aromatic plants have been depicted on plates of Linear B from Knossos, Pylos 
and Mycenae. This is why part of the perfumes mentioned on the plates comes from 
Cyprus, the island of Aphrodite. Ointments and oils from incense were beloved to East 
Aphrodite and mainly to the Phoenicians, who were the ones who transmitted the 
worship of the goddess to the Aegean. It is possible for the Greeks to know the incense 
from the worship of Aphrodite Ourania. Besides, this was the favourite offering of the 
goddess in many Greek sanctuaries, especially to those with eastern features, such as 
the Sanctuary of Ourania at Corinth32.  
                                                          
23 For the cult epithets of Aphrodite see Neue Pauly in lemma Aphrodite, B. Kultformen, 839-841 
(Vinciane Pirenne-Delforge Romsée). 
24 Farnell 1896, 624 
25 Καρδαρά 1988, 81; Lexikon der griechischen und römischen Mythologie v. I 1 in lemma Aphrodite, 
402 (W.H. Roscher, A. Furtwängle) for the epithets attributed to Aphrodite as sea goddess.   
26 Farnell 1896, 635, 662; Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2000, 212-214 
27 Farnell 1896, 626 
28 Παυσανίου Ελλάδος Περιήγησις, II, 5,1 
29 Παυσανίου Ελλάδος Περιήγησις, III, 15,10 
30 Παυσανίου Ελλάδος Περιήγησις, III, 23,1 
31 Hom. Iliad, 23, 185 ff 
32 Simon 1996, 238 
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In the configuration of the form of Aphrodite the elements of the cults from 
the Aegean islands, mainly from Cyclades, also played a major role. Already in the third 
millennium the inhabitants of the islands manufactured female statues of gold. The 
lying posture of these insular figurines and also the musical instrument they hold, a 
harp33, are both elements that belong to Aphrodite’s worship.  
In the third grave of Mycenae, figurines of a naked goddess were interpreted 
as representations of Aphrodite. In these gold sheets, which were attached to the 
clothes of the dead, the goddess has both her hands in front of her chest, in a position 
similar to that of the East goddess of love. Geese are flying around her, sacred birds 
of Aphrodite. This is an oriental representation of the goddess34.  
In Boeotian figurines of the 6th c. BC, Aphrodite is depicted flying upright on 
her holy animal, the goose. The same issue is portrayed in an early Attic classical cylix 
of the Painter of Pistoxenos (470-460 BC). In the interior, in white ground, Aphrodite 
is illustrated flying upon a big goose35.   
Certain representations36 of Aphrodite are met for the first time in the archaic 
vases, where its identity is confirmed by an inscription; in a fragment of a Naxos 
amphora of the 7th century the name Aphrodite is written in large letters next to the 
goddess with the himation, as well as in the Francois vase, where the goddess is 
depicted on the side of god Ares37. The oldest representation is saved in the famous 
Corinthian jug Chigi dated to 640/630 BC, which depicts the "crisis of Paris", a beloved 
subject of the archaic years. Aphrodite goes last, slightly smaller than Athena and 
Hera, but sure for her victory. One of the most beautiful surviving representations of 
the same theme in a cup of Makronas, dated to 490 BC, depicts four Erotes flying 
around the goddess, who, as always, goes last38. Numerous are the representations in 
                                                          
33 Wegner 1949, 50ff, who mentions that the harp is strongly connected with the gifts of the Cyprian 
goddess. 
34 Simon 1996, 238-239 
35 Simon 1996, 242 
36 For the representations of Aphrodite in pottery see EAA in lemma Afrodite, 116- 122 (A. De 
Franciscis) 
37 Simon 1996, 242 
38 Simon 1996, 242 
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the vases of Meidias, an attic painter of the classical era, who puts his sophisticated 
art exclusively at the service of Aphrodite and the Charites39.  
The goddess has also been depicted in sculpture from the middle of the 5th c. 
BC. The sources report that Kallias dedicated to the Acropolis a statue of Aphrodite, 
which was made by Kalamis. This is the so-called "Aspasia-Sosandra", whose main 
copy is at the National Museum of Naples. In the Agora of Gods and next to Ares 
Aphrodite is depicted on the frieze of the Siphnian treasure (525 BC) in Delphi. In the 
Parthenon is depicted in the two pediments among the other gods, as well as in the 
eastern frieze40.  
There are frequent cases of co-worship with other deities such as Zeus, Isis and 
the Mother of Gods41. For example, together with Zeus, Aphrodite was worshipped in 
Kassope, as an inscribed stele of the end of the 3rd century testifies. The continuous 
depiction of Aphrodite on the coins of Kassope leads to the assumption that this was 
the patron goddess of Kassope42. At Dion, it is very likely, for Aphrodite to have been 
worshipped next to the goddess of agriculture, as the finds from the Sanctuary of 
Demeter testify43.  The worship of Aphrodite also exists in the Sanctuary of Isis at Dion 
in Hellenistic and late Hellenistic era, as well as during the imperial era44 with the 
name Υπολυμπιδία Αφροδίτη, which declares the worship of the goddess under 
Mount Olympus, that is, a local worship in the area of Dion. During the imperial period 
Aphrodite was worshipped at Dion as Ἐπιτραγία ("Goat-Riding"). The worship of 
Aphrodite along with Demeter and Isis at Dion is obviously related to the fertile and 
chthonic hypostasis of the goddess. No inscription refers to this worshiping epithet, 
but it is implied by the depiction of the goddess on a goat. The depiction of Aphrodite 
on a goat is also met in Athens. The worship of Aphrodite Ἐπιτραγία on the Attic coast 
                                                          
39 Simon 1996, 237-238 
40 For the representations of Aphrodite in sculpture in the period of the strict style, as well as in 
Pheidias’ period and in the fourth century see Lexikon der griechischen und römischen Mythologie v. I 
1 in lemma Aphrodite, 411-419 (W.H. Roscher, A. Furtwängler). 
41 Χατζηνικολάου 2007, 299 
42 Τζουβάρα-Σούλη 1994, 109- 110 
43 Τζουβάρα-Σούλη 1994, 26 
44 For the finds from the Sanctuary of Isis at Dion see Τσιάφης, 123-125. 
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is connected with the legend with Theseus and his voyage to Crete 45 . Similar 
representations of Aphrodite on a goat are met in other regions except Athens; in Ilida 
in a bronze copper that Scopas created in the 4th c. BC.46  and also on a relief tablet 
from Petres of Florina dated to the early 2nd c. BC. The subject of the representation 
was probably imported from Southern Greece and was really rare in that period and 
unique in Macedonia.47 
 In Veroia Aphrodite was worshipped in the same sanctuary with Isis during the 
imperial period, as an inscribed marble plate and an inscribed marble fragment 
testify48.The co-worship of Aphrodite with Isis in Veroia may be related again to the 
fertility of the goddess. 
 A worship of Aphrodite is also found in the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods 
in Aigai, where the hypostasis of Aphrodite has a number of common features with 
that of the Mother of Gods. In the Sanctuary of Aigai clay figurines of naked Aphrodite 
of the Hellenistic period were found, as well as clay figurines or busts, some of which 
are likely to depict Aphrodite.49 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
45 Πλουτάρχου Ηθικά, I, Θησέας, 18.2. “λέγεται δὲ αὐτῷ τὸν μὲν ἐν Δελφοῖς ἀνελεῖν θεὸν Ἀφροδίτην 
καθηγεμόνα ποιεῖσθαι καὶ παρακαλεῖν συνέμπορον, θύοντι δὲ πρὸς θαλάσσῃ τὴν αἶγα θήλειαν 
οὖσαν αὐτομάτως τράγον γενέσθαι· διὸ καὶ καλεῖσθαι τὴν θεὸν Ἐπιτραγίαν”. For the legend of 
Theseus and Aphrodite  Ἐπιτραγία see Farnell  II, 1896, 633. 
46 Simon 1996, 249 
47 Αδάμ-Βελένη 1991, 75 
48 Τσιάφης 2017, 126 
49 Τσιάφης 2017, 125-126 
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Pl.1 Topographic of the ancient Pella. The Sanctuary (Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2000, 2, pl.1). 
 
 
 
 
Pl.1a Floor plan of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite in Pella  (Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2000, 7, 
pl.3). 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
1. Location of worship 
 
1.1.  Aphrodite figurines in the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite 
 
 Most of the figurines were found in the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and 
Aphrodite (Plan 1).  In Pella, Aphrodite and Mother of Gods were worshipped together 
as protectors of the city and its people in an organized building complex. The south 
part of the complex (Plan 1a) seems to be related with the worship of the Mother of 
Gods, while the northern part is connected with the worship of Aphrodite. The south 
part is directly accessible from the road of the city to the south, while the other one 
forms a close unit with yards, porticoes, reservoir, storage areas, workshops, 
appropriate to serve the functional needs of the two worships. It is very likely that, in 
the first phase of the use of the area, the one of the two deities was worshipped or 
both together. In the second phase of its use, the main place of worship was 
transferred to the south part, which had a direct access from the road and was offered 
for social gathering, while the place of worship of the north part seems to have served 
the needs of the people who worked there. Therefore,  it can be said that in the 
building complex of Pella, the two deities did not have separate cult areas, but they 
were worshipped in the same place, in public in the south part and privately in the 
north one50.   
The presence of Aphrodite in the same block with the Mother of Gods proves that 
Aphrodite was worshipped there with similar substance with that of the Mother of 
Gods as the Goddesses of life, responsible for the city and the public life51. In Pella, 
the maternal character of Aphrodite is confirmed as a creator of everything. Thus, if 
one of the attested worship epithets should be attributed to Aphrodite of the 
Sanctuary of Pella, the most suitable would be that of Pandemos, meaning the one 
who belongs to all the residents of the city, the goddess of the political community52 
                                                          
50 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2000, 215 ff 
51 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2003, 141,  
52 Farnell 1896, 662. According to Farnell, the true meaning of the word Pandemos is a political one. 
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This political significance of the goddess is also attested by the inscriptions found on 
the Acropolis. On the relief dedicated by Arctinos and Menecratia , in the 4th century 
BC., the inscription begins with an address to Aphrodite as ‘ the great and holy 
goddess’. An altar at the end of the 3rd century dedicated to Aphrodite ‘ηγεμόνη του 
δήμου’, ‘the leader of the people’ is a persuasive evidence of the political significance 
of the worship of the goddess on the Acropolis53. Besides, the sanctuary of Aphrodite 
is located near the Agora, a place of concentration of the "municipality". 
The practice of the cult of Aphrodite in the same Sanctuary with that of the Mother 
of Gods is indicated by the votive inscription to her and by the large number of 
figurines of Aphrodite and Eros, in addition to an inscription referring to the Mother 
of gods, and a number of effigies portraying the same goddess. Another figurine found 
in the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite must be related to the worship 
of the goddess. This is a clay male figurine sitting on a throne, which may be identified 
with Adonis. The discovery of a single one male figure in the Sanctuary must be related 
to the worshipped deities in the Sanctuary. Such a figure could only be the companion 
of Aphrodite, Adonis, if we take into consideration the fact that the male figurines 
found in Pella have not been related, until today, to dedicators and those that have 
been found are specific types of deities, childlike, Dionysian and theatrical forms.54 
Apart from the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite, votive offerings that 
have been found in other sanctuaries of the city, are related to the goddess of love. In 
the Sanctuary of Darron a figurine of a female figure, sitting on a panther is interpreted 
as Aphrodite. The figurine is unpublished, but exhibited in the museum of Pella.55 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
53 Farnell 1896, 662 
54 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2000, 58 
55 Τσιάφης 2017, 128 
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1.2. Aphrodite figurines in the Τhesmophorion  
The second location in Pella, where figurines of Aphrodite were found is the 
Thesmophorion, a rural Sanctuary, in which the feast of the Thesmophoria was 
celebrated. The Sanctuary is located in the northeast edge of the ancient city, 
extended on a small scale and of simple architectural form. The simple form of the 
Sanctuary fits perfectly with its rural character; to serve the religious needs of farmers, 
offering the necessary areas for the main ceremony of the celebration of 
Thesmophoria. 
 The area is cyclic; the circular shape of the building is not unprecedented in Pella, 
where it seems that there is a tradition of circular buildings. Enclosures with circular 
shape are associated with chthonic cults from earlier times. The vault is a sign of 
chthonic worship and is related to chthonic deities.56 In the center of the area an 
irregular four-sided construction; this is a simple altar. The altar was the essential 
element in the worship of Thesmophoria.   
Temples are not found in all Thesmophoria excavated and are not always reported 
by the sources. It seems more likely that there were permanent structures around the 
Sanctuary used for the housing of the worshipers and the service of the ceremonies 
in the days of celebration.  
The relatively small width of the circular wall and the lack of roof tiles indicate that 
the site was without a roof. Thus, the Sanctuary of Pella was a simple circular 
enclosure beneath the surface, which defined the sacred space. Within this there was 
the altar and the μέγαρα, known from the written sources and other excavated 
sanctuaries. The offerings were placed on the altar, but first they removed those that 
had been placed in the festival the previous year. Quite possibly after the celebration 
of the festival the top surface of the altar was covered with soil, 'sealed' somehow 
together with the offerings. The cuttings, the μέγαρα, were filled with soil after the 
deposition of animals and animal parts and were emptied the days of celebration, 
when the remains of small animals were taken, so as to lay them on the altar which 
                                                          
56 For a small vaulted chamber erected on a platform below the Acropolis of Cnidus, dedicated to the 
Infernal Deities (Pesephone, Demeter) see Newton 1862, 375-390. 
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was frequently remade57. The location of the Sanctuary, probably close to a gate of 
the wall, had been selected to be easily accessible to everyone who came out and 
entered the city. In this area took place at the time of seeding the Thesmophoria.  
Among the dedications found in the Thesmophorion were the terracotta figurines, 
mainly of female figures, carrying censers in their hands. These figurines have been 
identified with Aphrodite, the presence of which is absolutely natural in a Sanctuary, 
where the ceremonies aimed at the fertility of the land and therefore at the fertility 
of those who participated in the feast.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
57 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1996, 26 
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Pl.2 Topographic of the ancient Pella. The East Cemetery (Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2000, 2, pl.1). 
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1.3. Aphrodite figurines in the East Cemetery  
The third position in Pella where figurines of Aphrodite where found is the east 
cemetery (Plan 2). It lies to the east of the ancient city, which was in use from the 
latter half of the 4th until the 2nd c. BC58. However, the region of the east cemetery 
must have had a burial use from the first half of the 5th c. BC., although burials of this 
period have not been traced yet. However, a limited number of burial finds can be 
dated to the second quarter of the 5th c. BC59. The burial use of this area must have 
been limited in the 5th c. BC and in the first half of the 4th c. BC. This fact must be 
connected with the gradual abolition of the older cemetery that was traced in the 
region of the Agora and the simultaneous expansion of the city during the reign of 
Kassander60.  
Most of the graves are cist tombs carved into the rock and covered with stone 
cover slabs. The grave offerings were numerous and varied. The quantity and variety 
of terracotta figurines is particularly impressive and indicates the high development 
of this type of art in Pella throughout the Hellenistic period61.  
Among the clay figurines that were found, mainly in female and child burials, 
standing and seated female figures are included, divine and child figures, female busts 
and animals. The iconographic and stylistic rendering of the figurines bear the 
characteristics of well-established terracottas centers of the Greek world, especially 
of Boeotia, Athens and Olynthus. This reinforces the view on the introduction of the 
products from these centers into the northern part of Greece. The local workshop of 
Pella of the 4th c. BC accepted a similar influence through the trading of products and 
craftsmen from the aforementioned centers to the city. Particular types of figurines 
maintain the classical tradition in the iconographic and stylistic elements, however 
most of the types occur those characteristics that will prevail in the Hellenistic era62. 
The uniformity of the clay, the common stylistic elements, the use of common molds 
                                                          
58 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2003, 143    
59 The finds of this period include a funeral urn with 5th-century burial offerings, a red-figure lekythos  
and a red-figure crater, possibly reused in later burial in the 4th c. BC. 
60 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη - Ακαμάτης 2014, 16-17 
61 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2003, 144   
62 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη - Ακαμάτης 2014, 214 
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makes quite possible their construction in local workshops, probably in the same city. 
The intense rate of such an activity in Pella in the Hellenistic era must have been 
organized in the 4th c. BC., following the general principles of the terracotta centers of 
the mainland Greece. In the Hellenistic period, the local production influenced 
decisively the workshops of figurines of northern Greece, adopting elements of other 
important workshops mainly of Asia Minor. The influence of Pella is also ascertained 
in figurines of neighboring regions and also in figurines of regions of the western 
Macedonia, testifying either the existence of local workshops either the trading of 
molds and artisans from Pella. The terracottas of Pella, under the multifaceted 
development of the Macedonian capital, constituted one of the major productive 
activities of the city throughout her lifetime63.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
63 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη - Ακαμάτης 2014, 215 
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Pl.3 Topographic of the ancient Pella. The rock-cut chamber tombs (Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 
20, pl.1). 
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1.4. Aphrodite figurines in the rock-cut chamber tombs  
The rock-cut chamber tombs that have been discovered in Pella are relatively few 
in comparison with those that have been discovered in other regions of Macedonia64. 
Apart from a large chamber tomb that was investigated by Leake65 and Delacoulonche 
in the 19th century southeast of the village (Plan 3), the form of the rock-cut chamber 
tomb was unfamiliar in the region until 1976. This year, a second large rock-cut tomb 
with two chambers was discovered66 and the coming years eight more were found in 
a trench opened up by the Irrigation Organization south of the archaeological site of 
Pella.  
Most of the Pella rock-cut chamber tombs are distinguished for their shallowness 
below the modern surface of the soil. This is why most of them were seriously 
damaged from agricultural work. Moreover, the robbery of tombs has significantly 
reduced the available evidence related to burial customs and the types of the grave 
goods. However, the revelation of the rock-cut chamber tombs is very important, 
because for the first time in the district of Pella an ensemble of graves with this form 
was excavated. Their discovery gives important evidence for the study of the 
architectural form of the rock-cut chamber tombs in Macedonia during the Hellenistic 
era67.  
Most of the tombs of Pella have a simple form with a simple rectangular opening 
and with lack of architectural configuration. The entrance of the tombs is not always 
placed in the central axis of the tomb. The entrances were closed with building 
material in second use or field stones or with a stone slab. 
The use of written decoration is limited. The coating rarely has a decorative 
character. It usually covers the irregularities of the carving. The decoration of the 
façade of the rock-cut chamber tombs was chromatically simplified. Multicolored 
façades similar to those of the Macedonian tombs were very few. Coating was also 
preserved on the walls of the chambers68.   
                                                          
64 Δρούγου-Τουράτσογλου 1998 107, 113 note 14 
65 Leake 1835, 260 
66 Σιγανίδου 1976, 259 
67 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 21 
68 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 89 
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Basic elements for the classification of the figurines of the rock-cut chamber tombs 
is the posture of the body and the clothing. The comfortable postures dominate. The 
monotony of the types is interrupted by the gestures and the objects that the figures 
hold. The height of the figurines may differ, as the latest figurines are much smaller 
than the oldest ones, without, however, missing the big monumental forms. The forms 
are frontal and one dimensional. The proportions, in most of the figurines, are normal 
apart from the heads of the figurines from Tanagra, which are significantly smaller 
than the body69.  
The headdress of the female figurines of the rock-cut chamber tombs is of 
‘’knidian’’ type. The hair, separated in the middle, follow the contour of the head with 
parallel to the side pulled hairlocks, tied back in a bun. The long supplementary braids, 
which fall on the shoulders, are very common in the figurines of Pella 70 . The 
accessories of the heads of the figurines present a wide variety: the ribbons, the 
wreaths with thick cylindrical stem that crown the heads of women and Erotes and a 
ring base stephane are very common in the female figurines of Pella. The types of 
jewellery of the figurines are limited71.   
The figurines constitute a large number of Hellenistic types. The majority are semi-
naked or dressed  female figures, holding some object or a vestment in one hand. The 
chiton, wherever visible, is highly belted under the chest and is consisted by a thin, 
linen cloth. In the cases where it is covered with the himation only its lower part with 
heavy vertical folds is discerned. The himation either is wrapped around the body or 
is wrapped around the wrists of the hands. In many figurines, the himation covers the 
head and almost always the hands72. The movements of the hands, contrary to the 
dressed female figures, are spectacular, as they demonstrate the objects they hold.   
 
 
                                                          
69 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 217-218 
70 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 219 
71 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 220-221 
72 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 218 
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CHAPTER 2 
2.1. Observations on the technique of the figurines 
The clay figurines found in the Sanctuary and in rock-cut chamber tombs in Pella 
are all made on the whole with the known and widespread technique of molds. The 
front view is always constructed with mold, while the backside was supplemented 
with clay and smoothed by hand. Later, it was flattened with the use of a tool. The 
backside of semi-naked female figures is especially well shaped73. The back side of the 
heads was supplemented with clay and worked by hand. 
The clay used in the production of the figurines is local, brought to the workshops 
from the alluvial accumulations surrounding the city and the nearby area. It contains 
small amount of mica, various foreign elements, and fires in tonic variations of brown, 
dark brown, light red to reddish brown with dark core, depending upon the content 
of clay, the variety of temperature during the firing and the atmospheric conditions 
inside the kiln.  
On the surface of many figurines is preserved an off-white coating, over which the 
colors were placed. The coating ensured a better and durable conservation of the 
colors. In many repetitions, the sandals are rendered in relief, while in some others in 
color. The bases of the figures are ovoid and rectangular. The holes in the back side of 
the figurines for the air escape and for the avoidance of the cracks on the surface 
during the firing in the kiln, are circular, semi-circular, ovoid and rectangular. The 
clothes of the female figurines were painted with color as also the lips, the nose, the 
eyes, the shoes, the jewellery and the hair74. It should also be noted that some bare 
parts, such as the hands and the feet, were made separately and were stuck in the 
final phase before firing 75 . The braids of the hair that fall on the shoulders are 
supplementary, the lock of hair that covers the neck76, the curls that form buns77, the 
                                                          
73 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2000, 37 
74 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 215 
75 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 79 
76 For figurines with long hair Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1996, 56, Pl.23a no.169; 41, Pl.19a no.101; 42, 
Pl.20e no.116; 28, no.8 (1981/768). 
77 For figurines with a bun Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1996, 46, no.159 (1981/865); 40, no.93 (1981/854).   
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free wavy edges of the himation78, the jewelry, the disc-shaped parts of the sandals79. 
The leaves and the fruits were put into small holes on the surface of the head 80. A 
great use of incision is observed in the heads of the figures, for the more realistic 
rendering of the hair and the emphasis of the facial features. Along with the incision 
in the hairstyling, the technique with the dense small strikes is used usually for the 
leaves of the wreaths. Limited engraving is used in the bodies of the figures for 
indicating the hand joints, and also emphasis on the folds of the clothes in the place 
where the supplementary plastic parts or accessories were placed 81. 
In the hairstyling of the female figurines the so-called “knidian” prevails. The hair, 
separated in the middle, follows the contour of the head with parallel to the side 
pulled braids and are tied back in a bun82. The bun was worked separately by hand 
and then was stuck on the back side of the head. The clay of the back side of the heads 
was rarely worked with some tool so as to indicate the parting of the head and the 
braids. The connection of  the two sides of the head is usually made behind the ears.83  
Sometimes the hair is long84, while other times the heads are covered with a mantle85, 
they bear ribbons86 , a ring-base stephane with simple or toothed termination 87 , 
wreaths, mainly thick cylindrical with ivy leaves and fruits, wrapped with a ribbon88. 
Wreaths with thick cylindrical stem crown heads of women and Erotes. In some cases, 
the wreaths are thin. The shoes of the figures, when discernible, are high sandals with 
the characteristic-for the late Hellenistic-form. Their straps on the upper part are 
rendered with color89 and at their point of association, they bear relief circular discs90. 
                                                          
78 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1996, 36, no.73 (1981/581) 
79 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1996, 36, Pl.15γ no.72; 56, Pl..22β no.168 
80 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 220 
81 For figurines with the use of incisions in the position of plastic parts Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1996, 55, 
Pl.22δ no. 163; 56, no.165 (1981/753); 57, Pl.23β no.76  
82 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 219 
83 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 216 
84 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2000, 92, Pl.80b no.128; 93, Pl.79a no.129  
85 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2000, 93, Pl. 80a no.130; 93, Pl.84a no.131; 93, no.132 (1985.38); id. 1994, 204, 
Pl.44 no.387  
86 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2000, 100, Pl.88b no.175  
87 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2000, 96, Pl.87a  no.147  
88 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2000, 66, Pl.41b no 8; 96, Pl.85a no.148; id. 1994, 144-145, Pl.17 nos.109,110  
89 For the figurines with painted straps Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 145, Pl.16 no.111; 146, Pl.18 no.116 
90 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 141, Pl.13 no.91; 142, Pl.13 no.95; 179, Pl.33 no.281; 195, Pl.42 no.345 
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The figurines of the rock-cut chamber tombs cover a long period from the 
middle of the 3rd century until the end of the 2nd c. BC. The earliest figurines of the 
tombs are connected with the figurines of the workshops of South Greece, while a 
great number of figurines of the 2nd c. BC is closely related to the workshop of 
Myrina91. 
The figurines of the Sanctuary are products of the terracotta workshops of 
Pella, which was a very important and productive terracotta center in the Hellenistic 
period. Terracotta figurine workshops have been excavated in the east and western 
wing of the Agora, in the second city-block west of the Sanctuary and also in areas of 
the southern part of the city.92 
The Thesmophoria figurines form a unit that is distinguished from the other 
figurines of Pella because of the new peculiar types and the different technical 
components. The figurines that are made with the well-known technique, which 
means the obverse constructed with mold and the back side shaped by hand, present 
some new technical elements. 
In a large number of the figurines of Thesmophoria, the ventilation hole is not 
in the back side, as usual, but at other positions; in the figurine of Artemis93 the hole, 
small and circular, lies between the legs. In other figurines, a small circular or 
rectangular hole is located on the lower surface, which is closed94. Several figurines 
have no hole, but they are open at the bottom95. The configuration of the back side of 
the figurines is completely peculiar; the heads have no back side, while two 
rectangular notches are opened at the top of the body in one figurine96 and three in 
two other figurines.97   
                                                          
91 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 214   
92 For the terracotta workshops of the Agora Ακαμάτης 1990, 179-180. For the terracotta workshop 
NW of the Sanctuary Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη in AEMΘ 7, 1993, 171-179. For the workshops of the 
southern part of the city Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη in AEMΘ 11, 1997, 196. 
93 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1996, 36, no.73 (1981/581) 
94 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1996, 27, Pl. 8α no.2; 37, Pl.15δ no.77; 30, Pl. 9δ no.23; 33, Pl.12ε no.40; 34, Pl. 
13β no.51; 28, Pl. 7ε, no.11  
95 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1996, 55-56, Pl.22δ no.163; 56, Pl.22γ no.164; 29, Pl.9α no.16; 56, Pl. 22α 
no.166; 56, Pl.22β no.68; 27, Pl. 7α,β no.1 
96 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1996, 64, Pl. 24η,θ no.197  
97 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1996, 27, Pl. 7α,β no.1  
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Typical is the lack of basis in most of the figurines of Thesmophoria. Only two 
figurines have a base 98 . The main characteristic of most of the figurines of 
Thesmophoria is the linear performance of the garment, created by thick, thin, 
shallow, vertical folds. In very few figurines the monotony of the linear performance 
is interrupted by large unfolded surfaces99. Few are the figurines, which, through the 
combination of the relief wavy folds and the unfolded surfaces of the cloth, which are 
stuck to the body creating a sense of transparency, are discerned for their best quality 
rendering100. In two figurines the tunic seems to stick to the body, leaving the moving 
members visible101. In two male figurines102 the fold of the garment with some use of 
engraving is minimal, but the plastic performance of the bare trunk is quite successful. 
In general, in the bare parts of the figures there is an intense effort of plastic muscle 
performance103. 
Based on these observations we can come to some conclusions about the 
workshop figurines of Thesmophorion. The figurines are distinguished for the great 
variety of new types, but also for their moderate quality rendering. The extent use of 
molds for the mass production of some figurines, resulted in the disappearance of 
technical details and the creation of rough surfaces with indistinct features. Some new 
technical elements that show a different approach to the construction of the figurines 
from the one that has been observed in figurines of other sectors of the ancient city, 
show that a good number of the figurines, found at the Thesmophorion, was the 
product of an independent workshop, distinguishable from the terracotta finds of the 
Agora. This workshop produced massively cheap offerings of low quality for the rural 
Sanctuary or other sanctuaries in the area. It probably stood nearby these sanctuaries, 
in the edge of the town or outside it. The products of this workshop, have not been 
                                                          
98 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1996, 32, Pl. 12β no.35; 34, Pl.13γ no.56  
99 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1996, 36, Pl.15γ no.72; 34, Pl.13γ no.56; 33,Pl.11β no.43; 29-30, Pl.9β no.18; 
30, Pl.9δ no.23  
100Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1996, 32, Pl.12α no.34; 34, Pl.13β no.51; 28, Pl. 7ε no.11; 33, Pl.12ε no.40  
101 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1996, 28, Pl. 8στ no.9; 28, Pl. 8β no.10  
102Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1996, 55-56, Pl. 22δ no.163; 56, Pl. 22γ no.164  
103Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994,79 
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found in other areas of Pella, at least until today. This indicates that its production had 
a specific destination; the sanctuaries of the countryside104 . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
104 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 80 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
3. ICONOGRAPHIC TYPES 
 
3.1. Aphrodite unbinding her sandal  
 
This type is among the most familiar in the late Hellenistic and Roman era, as it is 
represented by a large number of elegant and three-dimensional works. Known from 
the classical vase painting of the 5th c. BC, it has been depicted many times on marble 
reliefs, copper and clay works and coins as well105. The original was probably a bronze 
work106, the theme of which is repeated very often in the sculpture and mainly in the 
terracottas of the Hellenistic era.   
In Pella, this type of Aphrodite is found in great quantities in the Sanctuary of the 
Mother of Gods and Aphrodite (Pl.1). The goddess is represented in the type of a 
naked figure one, taking off her sandal107, just before the bath. Leaning on the right 
foot, she lifts the left one and stoops stretching the right hand to untie the sandal of 
the left leg. The left arm extends laterally, bent at the elbow. The goddess has a 
knidian type hair style with long braids on the shoulders. The braids on the shoulders 
are often met, among many other places,  in the figurines of Troy of the 2nd c. BC and 
bring a simple stephane with ring base108. The coiffure of the Knidian Aphrodite is so 
well known that it may be used as a descriptive title for this classic way of doing the 
hair. The fillet, however, which appears on many copies, should not be considered an 
integral part of the coiffure109. Her ears are decorated with disc-shaped earrings. The 
sandal of the goddess, a common shoe with leather bottom, is rendered in relief, with 
a small round disc on the upper part of the foot, around which straps are wrapped, 
which were denoted by color. The movement of the figurines of Pella, the position of 
                                                          
105 Bieber 1961, 144 
106 Kleiner 1942, 218 
107 See Liddell-Scott, 506,  στο λ. πέδιλον. Homer, Iliad, Ω 341; Homer Odyssey, ε΄ 44, α’ 97, ξ’ 23, 
“αὐτίκ᾽ ἔπειθ᾽ ὑπὸ ποσσὶν ἐδήσατο καλὰ πέδιλα ἀμβρόσια χρύσεια”. Abrahams 1830, 116; Blanck 
2004, 107 where the simplest form of footgear was the sandal, the πέδιλον of Homer, the υπόδημα 
of later times that consisted of a leather sole cut to the shape of the foot and fastened on by straps. 
For the use of footwear as a tool for dating sculpture see Morrow 1985, 143-151. 
108 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2000, 41;Τζαναβάρη 2002, 168 
109 Thompson 1963, 37ff 
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the hands and the raised foot, and also the rendering of the plastic parts of the body, 
are met in figurines of the same type from the neighboring Veroia, which are dated in 
the middle of the 2nd c. BC or immediately after. The peculiarity of the type of 
Aphrodite untying her sandal, is traced in the fact that the clay figurines of Veroia 
preserve sandals on both feet. This is a factor that may contribute to the issue of 
interpretation and restoration of the iconographic type of Aphrodite taking off her 
sandal. Some scholars ignoring the fact that marble and bronze statuettes give the 
same pattern, they accept that Aphrodite unties the sandal of her left foot, as the last 
accessory of her clothing before taking her bath, simply because they consider this 
pattern more attractive.  
The clay figurines that give the iconographic type of the Aphrodite untying her 
sandal constitute creations of the workshops of Delos and S. Italy110, but Alexandria 
and Asia Minor have been called its home111. All the figurines discovered in these 
regions date from the end of the 2nd c. BC to the beginning of the 1st c.BC. However, 
all of them repeat a standard that was probably created shortly before the end of the 
3rd c. BC112.  
In Sicily two varieties of the popular Hellenistic subject are known: a draped and a 
naked version, both of the 2nd c. BC. The draped version is very similar to the figurines 
of Aphrodite of Pella.113 
An earlier study reaches the conclusion that this rococo type should be placed at 
the end of the 3rd century and that it belongs in the Northwestern Asia Minor. Such a 
conclusion may be based upon the style of the statue, the numismatics and the 
terracottas. It is confirmed by another work of the same artist. The hypothesis that 
Polycharmus, mentioned in Pliny114, was the author of the sandal binder, shows the 
                                                          
110  Besques 1986, 7 
111  Kleiner 1984, pl.44 a, b; Topperwein, 1976, 55, Pl.35 no.211 
112  Τζαναβάρη 2002, 167 
113 Higgins 1967, 125, Pl.59E 
114 Pliny the Elder Naturalis Historia, 36, 4, “The same artist also executed a Venus at the Bath, and 
Polycharmus another Venus, in an erect posture”.  
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refreshed study of the idea of a Hellenistic rococo and increases our knowledge 
concerning the art of the region under the domination of Pergamos115.  
Perhaps the most popular and most characteristic creation is the one representing 
Aphrodite in connection with her bath. Bieber in 1955 had included in this category 
more than 70 representations; 39 in bronze, 17 in marble, 5 in terra cotta and 10 on 
gems116. There are many variations in the hair dress, the jewelry and the accessories, 
that combine elements, such as a rock, a vase and a dolphin (to indicate the bath in 
the sea). There are also differentiations in the position of the arms, the posture of the 
raised foot, the type and the inclination of the head, and the supplementary elements 
of the representation117. However, the goddess is always represented as standing on 
her right leg, lifting the left and moving the hand down to the sole or sandal of the left 
foot. The upper part of the body is bent forward and the left arm is moved to the side 
in order to keep balance. Often these nude young women are holding long strands of 
their loose hair in one or both hands, probably to bind them together at the back of 
their heads118.  
The motif was first used in a pelike around 440 B.C., where a figure binding her 
sandal is depicted in front of a flying Eros with a dress119.   
The sculptural representation of the theme was created in the Hellenistic years, 
probably at the end of the 3rd c. and the beginning of the 2nd c. BC120.  Among the 
marble statuettes that remind us the figurines of Pella is a well-preserved copy at 
Karlsruhe, coming probably from Smyrna. The difference is the tree support on a plinth 
square base that is missing from the figurines of Pella121.  
From the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York a naked torso of Aphrodite 
unfastening her sandal reminds us the figurines of Aphrodite of the Sanctuary122.   
                                                          
115 Brinkerhoff 1958, 222 
116 Bieber 1955, 144 
117 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2000, 40 
118 Bieber 1955, 143-144 
119 LIMC II, 1, 1984, 163 (Jentel); LIMC II, 2, 1984, 44, fig. 462 
120 Tζαναβάρη 2002, 167 
121 LIMC II, 1, 1984, 163 (Jentel) ; LIMC II, 2, 1984, 44, fig.464 
122 Bieber 1955, 144, fig.394 
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Among the third century copies of Hellenistic originals of Asia Minor is one easily 
recognizable Hellenistic Aphrodite type; the torso of an Aphrodite untying her sandal 
from Antioch is one of several such found in the city and is very close to the figurines 
of Aphrodite at Pella123.  
Among the bronze statuettes that depict Aphrodite unfastening her sandal is 
the one in Paris from the collection de Clercq. The type has a distinguished and 
fascinating predecessor in the parapet reliefs of the High Classical temple of Athena 
Nike on the Acropolis in Athens. There, a Winged Victory leans over and removes the 
sandal from her right foot. Her fresh and vibrant body emerges from a thin veil of 
drapery, decorated with fine folds. The action of loosening her sandal is ordinary, but 
her relaxed posture and the fixed standards of the drapery establish her with a 
perpetual and monumental gravity 124.  
Hellenistic sculptors adopted this very human motif for one of their favorite 
goddesses, Aphrodite, and turned it into a ritual act, which she performs in 
preparation for her sacred bath. Apart from her arm and ankle bracelets and her 
earrings, she has removed all her clothing. Her sandals are the last item to be taken 
away and she reaches down toward her right foot, as in the relief of the Nike 
Parapet125.            
The figurines of Aphrodite in the Sanctuary of Pella bear a resemblance to a 
bronze statuette from Paramythia, today in the British Museum126.  
A similar parallel becomes from the Walters Art Gallery, where a figurine of 
Aphrodite 127 reminds a lot the Aphrodite of the Sanctuary concerning the posture of 
the body (the figure touches the bent left leg with the right hand, while the left elbow 
                                                          
123 Brinkerhoff 1970, 38, no.53 
124 Havelock 1971, 122, no.87 
125 For the sculpture of of the Nike Temple Parapet see Carpenter 1929; Dinsmoor 1926, «The 
sculptured Parapet of Athena Nike» in AJA 30, 1-31; Dinsmoor 1930, «The Nike Parapet once more» in 
AJA 34, 281-295; see also the Catalogue of the Acropolis Museum II, Sculpture and Architectural 
fragments (Casson 1921); Kekulé 1869; York 1892-93, «Newly discovered fragments of the balustrade 
of Athena Nike» in JHS 13, 272-280;  Simon 1985-1986, «Τα γλυπτά του ναού και του θωρακείου της 
Αθηνάς Νίκης» in Αρχαιογνωσία 4, 11-28; Μπρούσκαρη 1999, «Το θωράκιο του ναού της Αθηνάς 
Νίκης» in ΑΕ 137. 
126 LIMC II, 1, 1984, 163 (Jentel) ; LIMC II, 2, 1 984, 45, fig. 466  
127 Hill 1949, 94-95, Pl.41 no.207 
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is bent), the hair and the stephane. The work is careless and possibly Roman. The usual 
interpretation of the type of this piece is Aphrodite taking away or adapting her 
sandal. In some cases, the motif is so poorly expressed that sometimes the sandal is 
omitted. The result is that the subject seems to be washing her leg.  
Two more figurines of Aphrodite, again from the Walters Art Gallery, are very 
close to the ones from Pella. The top of the head from the first one is missing. The left 
elbow is bent and the arm extended to the side. The sandals are not visible in contrast 
with the figurine of Pella where the sandal of the left foot can be seen. The figure is 
almost touching the left leg with the right hand. Said to have been found at Tortosa. 
The work is probably Hellenistic128.The second one reminds a lot the Aphrodite of the 
Sanctuary concerning again the posture of the body and the hair. The difference is a 
bracelet and a wristlet that exist on the right arm of the copy. The labor is Roman129.  
The fact that the entire or part of the left arm is missing from many figurines, 
obliges us to search in bronze statues of the same type parallels concerning the way 
with which the left forearm is bent to the side of the viewer130. This motif is found in 
a statuette of Walters Art Gallery in Baltimore, probably coming from Smyrna131. It has 
the motif of the Diadumenos of Poleiklitos, transferred to a slender woman with a soft 
and delicate face132. The clarity in the performance of individual tumors of the belly 
and chest reminds the marble statues of the Hellenistic era.  
Two terracotta statuettes from Centuripe - today in the National Museum of 
Syracuse- remind us the sandal-binding Aphrodite type of Pella133. The second one, a 
naked Aphrodite, is a rococo invention of the second half of the 2nd c. BC134. 
A terracotta statuette in Delos Museum no. A3466, found in a terracotta 
workshop, is very close to the type of Aphrodite we examine135. Another one, probably 
                                                          
128 Hill 1949, 95, Pl.40 no.208 
129 Hill 1949, 95, Pl.40 no.209 
130 Tζαναβάρη 2002, 168 
131 LIMC II, 1, 1984, 163 (Jentel); LIMC II, 2, 1984, 45, fig.468 (no. 54963) 
132 Bieber 1955, 144 
133 LIMC II, 1,1984, 163 (Jentel); LIMC II, 2,1984, 45, fig.469 
134 Langlotz 1963, pl.160; Fuchs 1969, 234-236, fig.254 
135 LIMC II, 1, 1984, 163 (Jentel); LIMC II, 2,1984, 46, fig.471 
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from Smyrna, in the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston no. 97.357136, closely resembles 
the Aphrodite of the Sanctuary. Aphrodite unfastening her sandal, similar to the ones 
at Pella, is also found in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York137.  
 
3.2. Aphrodite Anadyomene  
The second type of Aphrodite found at Pella and particularly in the Sanctuary of 
the Mother of Gods is the Aphrodite Anadyomene (Pl.2). The goddess is depicted 
semi-naked. A mantle covers the lower part of the body from the beginning of the 
thighs and is tied in front, forming a vertical fold with a wavy ending between the legs. 
The left arm is upwardly bent, the right one sidelong or in front of the trunk, on which 
straps in relief with small knots exist and a cyclic disc in the point crossing between 
the breasts. The hairstyle is ‘’knidian’’ with long braids on the shoulders and a stylized 
bun. The figures wear a thick cylindrical wreath with small dense strikes, wrapped with 
a ribbon, which is expressed with engraving and a thin cylindrical wreath or a ring base 
stephane with toothed ending138. The earrings are represented with supplementary 
clay with makeshift configuration or they are lanceolate. We meet similar earrings in 
the figurines from Veroia139. The bodies of the figurines are made of the same mold, 
but not the heads. The type is differentiated with the adding of a wreath, the 
conformation of a bun and the position of the right hand. The modulation of the hands 
without the rendering of the fingers, apart from the thumb, is characteristic.  
The type of the Aphrodite Anadyomene, widely widespread in the Hellenistic and 
Roman era, is considered to have as standard a painting of Apelles of the late 4th c. BC 
in Asklepion of Kos, known to us from ancient sources, which depicted the goddess 
draining her hair, as she emerged from the sea. This motif presents the myth of the 
birth of the goddess from the sea140. However, the existence of the cloth and other 
iconographic details led some researchers to suggest that this composition provides 
                                                          
136 LIMC II, 1, 1984, 163 (Jentel); LIMC II, 2, 1984, 46, fig.472 
137 Bieber 1955, 144, fig. 395 
138 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2000, 41 
139 Tζαναβάρη 2002, 285 
140 LIMC, II, 1, 1984, 54 (Delivorias) 
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rather an ornamental motif of the goddess, who just escaped from the water and had 
herself half hidden with a mantle141. The goddess is represented after her bath, either 
with both arms raised to remove the water out of her hair or in the act of adorning 
herself with one arm raised to her hair and the other holding some object, probably a 
mirror142. De Ridder143 believes the sculptural adaptation may have been made in the 
school of Lysippos, while De Reinach 144  suggests Euphranor or Sostratos as the 
sculptor responsible. In its Hellenistic evolution, the type approached the one derived 
from the Cnidian Aphrodite of Praxiteles145.  
The fact that the plastic representation of the Anadyomene is based on a painting 
model, where the goddess was depicted half in the sea, and that the type was widely 
spread in the Hellenistic period, had resulted in a large number of free repetitions, 
which differ concerning the naked or semi-naked image of the goddess, her support 
motif and the hand movement. These resultants created for the research the problem 
of the determination of time of the plastic rendering of the type, placed from the 4th 
to the late 2nd c. BC. However, the prevalent view is that it was created in the 
timeframes of the 3rd c. BC. 
The type of the semi-naked Aphrodite Anadyomene, met in the examples of Pella, 
is considered to have been created in the 2nd c.BC., repeating the type of the naked 
Anadyomene. In late Hellenistic times is often represented half-draped. It is widely 
met in Asia Minor and North Africa, while the examples from Veroia and Pella are 
characteristic of the production of the mainland Greece146.  
The type of Aphrodite Anadyomene originally nude, is often represented half-
draped in late Hellenistic times. A figurine from Myrina 147  depicts a semi-naked 
Anadyomene with the legs wrapped in a drapery, forming a big knot from which a 
piece of drapery is escaped. The shape of the mantle forming a vertical fold with a 
                                                          
141 Neumer-Pfau 1982, 158, note 319 
142 Richter 1954, 153 
143 De Ridder 1904, 12 
144 Rev.Arch., Ser. IV, i, 1903, 388-391. 
145 Hill 1949, 91 
146 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2000, 42 
147 Mollard-Besques 1963, 20, Pl.10e. no.MYRINA 961 
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wavy ending between the legs is very similar to the dressing of Anadyomene at Pella. 
The lower part of a figurine148 no. T59/107 from the Asklepieion of Pergamos dated to 
the first half of the 1st c. AD is similar to the figurines of Pella, concerning the big knot 
in the drapery of Aphrodite.  
Among the variations of the motif is the one in which Anadyomene is standing 
together with Eros, purchased in Tunis by J.E. Humbert. The cloth covers part of the 
body. There is no pillar and the Eros, holding a large shell, is placed to the left.  It is 
dated to the 2nd c. AD149.  
The type of naked or semi-naked female figure with raised hands had a great 
impact on the creations of terracotta workshops mainly of Asia Minor. A terracotta 
statuette from Myrina150 no. 87.378, today in the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, also 
reminds the Anadyomene-motif of Pella, with the difference that Aphrodite is not 
depicted alone, as in the case of Pella, but is standing beside Priapos, an ithyphallic 
figure that promotes joyousness and fecundity.  On the back of the base the inscription 
ΔΙΦΙΛΟΥ. The iconographic type of Priapos, where the god is depicted next to 
Aphrodite, is also represented in figurines of Veroia, which stylistically are very close 
to the figurines of Pella151.  The supplemental elements that exist in the figurines of 
Veroia, the different objects that the figurines hold, the supplementary forms and the 
symbols of the compositions (e.g. Herms of Priapos) are missing from the figurines of 
the same type at Pella. In general, in the figurines of Veroia, the motif of the support 
of the figure is followed152.  
Concerning the interpretation of the pattern of the semi-naked Anadyomene, the 
following should be stressed; the fact that the goddess is depicted here holding in her 
hands several objects and figures, reinforces the view of the researchers, who 
question the mythological background of the composition and disconnect it from the 
Apelles’ painting pattern.               
                                                          
148 Töpperwein 1976, 215, Pl.34 no.208 
149 Leyenaar-Plaisier 1979, 530, Pl.199 no.1542  
150 Burr 1934, 33, Pl.IV no.9.; LIMC II, 1, 1984, 77 (Delivorias); LIMC II, 2, 1984, fig.680 
151 Τζαναβάρη 2002, 260, Pl.74 no.266 (P3109); 261, Pl.76 no.269 (P2389) 
152 Τζαναβάρη 2002, 158 
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From the Hellenistic rock-cut tombs of Veroia, Anadyomene no. P 1483153 has a 
great similarity with the figurines of the same type of the Sanctuary at Pella, 
concerning the clothing, the headdress and the posture of the goddess. The female 
figure is rendered nude, with unique garment the himation, which surrounds the legs. 
With the body leaning forward and the knees slightly bent, she gives the impression 
that the body weight rests on a high prop and simultaneously is addressed with her 
outstretched hands to a virtual object.  
In the so-called Aphrodite Anadyomene type, the goddess was represented after 
her bath, either with both arms raised to remove the water out of her hair or in the 
act of adorning herself, with one arm raised to her hair and the other holding some 
object, e.g. a mirror154. M. Bieber, in an effort of interpretation of the pattern of the 
movement of the hands of Aphrodite Anadyomene, where the goddess holds the long 
endings of her hair, makes the assumption that the goddess does not drain her hair 
coming out of the sea, but is ready to tight it in a loop, in a similar shape to that of the 
Aphrodite of the Capitol155.  
A separate variation of Aphrodite Anadyomene comes from the eastern cemetery 
of Thessaloniki, where the goddess in semicircular base holds in her left hand the 
himation, which ends in a capital of a small unfluted column to her left. In the right 
hand she holds a dolphin tail, indicative of the relationship of the goddess with the 
sea. On the back side the engraved inscription ΟΥΑΛΕΡΙΟY 156 . The specific 
iconographic type is particularly famous in the workshops of Thessaloniki157, while 
many examples come from tombs of Serres (N.Kerdyllia) 158 and also from 
Amphipolis159. A variation of the type in its basic features depicts Aphrodite- naked, 
on a rectangular, low base - being surrounded by a goose in the left and an unfluted 
column on the right160.  
                                                          
153 Δρούγου-Τουράτσογλου 1998,261, Pl.76  no. 270  
154 Richter 1954, 153 
155 Bieber 1955, 143-144 
156 Κόρτη-Κόντη 1994, 104-105, no.49 
157 Κόρτη-Κόντη 1994, 95-96, no.17 
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159 Leyenaar-Plaisier 1979, 113-114, Pl.40 no.228 
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A traditional type of Aphrodite drying or arranging her hair, similar to the figurines 
of the Sanctuary at Pella, is a statuette, from the Catalogue of Classical bronze 
sculpture in the Walters Art Gallery, depicting the goddess, semi-naked, standing on 
the left leg and with the drapery knotted at hip level161.  
The type of the semi-naked Aphrodite holding the himation also appears in a rock-
cut chamber tombs of Pella (Pl.3a). The head is compact and turns slightly to the left. 
The hair style is of melon-type. The hair is separated in the middle. On each side of the 
head, three wide masses distinguish with incisions. The curls distinguish with dense 
parallel strokes. The bun is supplementary. The himation, which starts from the 
shoulders, covers the back side and the lower part of the body, from the beginning of 
the thighs. It forms a totally flat surface laterally of the body, without creating any 
depth. The folds, minimum upon the thighs, are rendered with short thin incisions. An 
ambitious effort for a wavy folding in the himation between the legs is attempted. The 
breast and the stomach are lightly emphasized, while the genitals are indicated with 
incisions162. She wears round earrings. On the back side a rectangular ventilation hole 
and a smaller round for hanging. White exfoliated coating is preserved163.   
The topic of the semi-naked female figure that holds a himation, that other times 
is inflated by the wind and other times forms a seashell upon which the upper nude 
part of the body is displayed, is inspired by the painting and appears in an 
experimental form in the figurines of the 4th c. BC. The subject survives in the roman 
era with many variations; the Nocera Aphrodite164 is a very late Hellenistic work. Her 
drapery is so sharply hewed that we can associate it with the Roman Period.  
The figurine of Pella follows the tradition of Myrina. Particularly, it looks like the 
figurine no. 97356, one of the best pieces of Myrina 165 .The arrangement of the 
drapery behind the figure is a popular Hellenistic motive, which probably originated 
in painting. The drapery suggests the movement of the wind. It is dated to the middle 
of the 2nd c. BC. 
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162 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 232 
163 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 205 
164 Lamb 1969, 224, Pl.89a (Naples no.4998); Pernice 1932, 3-4, no.4. 
165 Burr 1934, 32, Pl. II no. 6 
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 The semi-naked figure of Pella resembles a figurine again from Myrina 166 , 
concerning the way that the garment is wrapped around the body. The difference is 
that in the second figurine, Aphrodite is unveiling herself with an Eros among the folds 
of her drapery. A variation of Anadyomene with Eros is also found in a figurine in the 
Museum of Constantinople, where a semi-naked woman is also depicted holding in 
her two hands a himation and with a very small Eros on the left arm 167.  
 Two fragments168 appear to show the same type. Aphrodite stands on a step base 
and with her right hand she raises her himation, which is blown up by the wind to form 
a sail-like or shell-like background for the naked upper part of the body. The sail or 
shell-like aspect of the drapery is often played upon as a theme, at first on plastic 
lekythoi, then on terracottas, in order to suggest the marine origin of the goddess.  
 
3.3. The leaning Aphrodite  
The third type of Aphrodite found at Pella is the semi-naked Aphrodite leaning on 
a pillar. The sophisticated posture of the figure resting on a pillar is undoubtedly one 
of the most popular themes of Hellenistic Art. Main axis of the composition is the 
vertical, where the pillar and the left arm are included. Contrary to this side, where 
the contour is closed, the figure to the right opens outwardly, with a slight turn of the 
trunk and an elevation of the right arm. Finally, the curved lines and the soft contours, 
which characterize the rendering of the naked female body, harmonize with the 
curved lines of the folds that the garment forms in the lower part of the figurines169. 
The aesthetic result, due to the delicate texture of the garment, creates a harmonic 
composition, without strong contrasts170.  
The type of the relying female figure, known from the Classical era in sculpture, 
appears in terracottas from the middle of the 4th c. BC and survives until the late 
Hellenistic years in all the Greek world. The artisans of the Hellenistic era borrow 
elements from the sculpture and create new types with a big variety of 
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167 Wiegand 1904, 342, fig.398 (Constantinople no.1623) 
168 Thompson 1965, 44, Pl.15 nos.15,16 
169 See relevant observations Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2003, 229 ff    
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complementary elements. The variety of these complementary elements, but also the 
plastic rendering of the body with the wavy contour and the runny folds of the 
himation with the wavy terminations which indicate the multiple hypostases of the 
figures, characterize these figurines, which have been identified with the chthonic 
divinity that protects the dead 171 . Symbols, which in earlier times characterized 
particular figures, are now gathering at a form creating heavy formations. The type of 
the semi-naked figure, which initially must have represented Aphrodite, borrows 
symbols from several deities. It has been supported that even mortal women may be 
depicted in this way. By the third century many female figures, nude to the hips, which 
must originally have represented Aphrodite, are evidently no more than mortals, who 
adopt, for artistic purposes, the attributes of the goddess172.   
 The square pillar, which is attributed to the left of the goddess, is based on a 
shaped base, with a capital on the top. It consists a support for the relying figures 
already since the 5th c.BC in sculpture and then in painting, while its use continued 
until the imperial years. 
The type of the leaning Aphrodite is found in the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods 
and Aphrodite (Pls.4,5), where a semi-naked Aphrodite is leaning with her bent left 
arm on a pillar with a two-stepped base. The body displays prominently the right hip, 
forming a wavy curve. Onto the pillar a colonnette is based, with simplified crowing 
consisted of two volutes, a circular disc instead of the echinus and a thin rectangular 
plate in the place of the abacus. The lower part of the body, under the beginning of 
the thighs, is covered by a himation, with a thick fold on the upper part and the one 
edge, with the wavy ending, wrapped around the wrist of the hand that is based on 
the pillar. The right arm is bent ahead. The hairstyle is knidian with long curls on the 
shoulders and elongated low bun, slightly protuberant.  
In the Hellenistic era the type of the semi-naked, leaning on a pillar, Aphrodite is 
widespread. This was the most beautiful type that was created for Aphrodite from the 
Periclean age and was never used for humans, but only for Hellenistic and Roman 
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Aphrodites. It is attributed to Phidias because of its close stylistic relationship to the 
leaning Aphrodite in the east pediment of the Parthenon173.  
The numerous works of sculpture affect the terracotta workshops, which produce 
massively figurines of this type, differentiated mainly in the supplementary elements, 
the objects that the figurines hold and the types of the supports. The figurines of Pella, 
from the later creations of the type, are based on a pillar with all the weight of their 
body. The soft rendering of the naked parts does not come in sharp contrast to the 
rendering of the garment that seems to stick to the body. The deep vertical folds of 
the termination to the sideways and the voluminous schematic folding of the upper 
edge are also observed in some figurines from the chamber tombs of Pella, probably 
manufactured in the same workshop174. The figurines of the Sanctuary are very close 
to the figurines from Veroia, dated to the middle of the 2nd c. BC or immediately 
after175. The existence of a statue type has been supported as a common archetype 
for the figurines of these two regions176.  
The interpretation of the pillar in the representations of the relying Aphrodite is 
problematic. The pillar generally dominates in the goddess' representations. The 
question that arises is whether that It is a simple element of the composition or a 
funerary monument. It is known that the pillar is a quiet common type of burial signal 
in the Archaic and Classical period, shown widely in the representations of white 
lekythoi and the relief funerary columns177. Thus, the grave character of the figurines 
shown in this study allows us to think that these representations are probably 
associated with the grave tombstones178.  
The leaning Aphrodites of the Sanctuary bear a great similarity to a marble 
statuette from the city gate of Perge, today in Antalya Museum (A 3039)179.  
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A marble statuette from Crete today in the Museum of Louvre in Paris (MA 
2569), also reminds us the leaning Aprodites of the Sanctuary, concerning the clothing 
and the posture of the figures180.  
A similar to the figurines above is a marble statuette from the Sanctuary near 
the chapel of the Carneade in the Museum of Kyrene.181 The posture of the body, with 
the left bent leg and the drapery in front, reminds us the figurines of the Sanctuary. 
The essential difference is formed by the drape that goes back on the left side instead 
of falling back to the ground in a big bow of folds182.  
Finally, a marble statuette from Priene183, today in the Archaeological Museum 
of Istanbul, is very similar to the figurines from the Sanctuary. The goddess is standing 
next to a high pillar on which the left forearm is rested, on the basis of which her left 
foot is laid. The torso is naked; the mantle, which covers the legs, rises sideways 
towards the left forearm, is wrapped around it and falls back into long folds down to 
the base of the pillar184.  
The leaning Aphrodite from the excavation of the residential relics in Mytilene 
is quite similar to these figurines, concerning the upper naked trunk of the goddess, 
which is depicted obliquely. In both figurines, the figures are leaning on a pillar with 
their left arm, while their right leg is stationary185. 
Figurines that belong to this type of Aphrodite also come from the rock-cut 
chamber tombs of Pella (Pls.6,7) and have been identified with the chthonic 
Aphrodite, protectress of the dead. The peculiar support, in combination of the pillar 
and the column, probably consisted an element of the common archetype that 
inspired the workshops of the big urban centers.  
Figurine no.13 (Pl.6a) is standing upright with the right leg stationary and the 
left slightly bent and pulled sideways, resting on a pillar with the elbow of the left 
hand. The himation that covers the lower part of the body, is wrapped around the 
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wrist of the left hand and falls freely sideways186. The fingers of the left hand, which 
are missing, hold a guitar that is stuck on the belly. The figure holds with the right hand 
an elongated keyboard. The long hair that is pulled backwards is rendered with dense 
strokes and the braids with dense incisions. The guitar, the keyboard, the braids and 
the earrings the figure wears are all supplementary187. On the upper part of the head 
there is a suspension hole. Traces of purple pigment and white coating are preserved 
on the himation and red on the hair and the guitar. The figurine presents similarities 
with the figurines from the graves of Veroia. The plastic rendering of the naked body 
and the garment are identical to the corresponding elements of the figurine no. P 2360 
which represents a semi-naked female figure lying on a pillar, on which an Eros sits188. 
In the raised right hand, the figure holds a mask, in the left a phiale. The difference is 
that the folds between the legs of the figurine of Veroia are deeper, while in the edge 
of the himation in the belly of the figurine of Pella there are more incisions. The 
figurine of Veroia is more influenced by plasticity. The same instrument is adjusted to 
the figurine no. P2375 from Veroia 189 .The depiction of semi-naked figures with 
musical instruments, e.g. guitars, has been connected with the power of Aphrodite as 
the protectress of songs and lyric contest. In this form was worshipped in Salamis of 
Cyprus, where a few terracottas that where found show a female figure playing on the 
lyre190. A clay figurine of Aphrodite with a guitar was also found in the cemetery of 
Pella, today in the Archaeological Museum of Pella. 191. The head is slightly directed to 
the left. The long hair is divided in the middle, while long braids fall on the shoulders. 
On the upper part of the head there is a suspension hole. The figure wears a wreath 
tied with a ribbon and below it a leaf and a fruit on each side of the head. The braids 
and the wreath are supplementary. On the back side, a ventilation hole. Traces of 
purple pigment and white coating are preserved on the himation and red on the 
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guitar. Dark grey and probably residue of light blue on the naked trunk of the figure192. 
In both figurines, painted belts decorate the chest. The hands are handmade. The 
guitars are of the same type, but from different molds193.   
Figurine no.14 (Pl.6b) is similar to the previous one, with the difference that 
the hand is placed lower. Moreover, the inclination of the right hand differs. The back 
side, almost flat, is worked by hand. On the back of the head of the figurine the 
continuation of the parting of the hair is rendered. The braids on the shoulders and 
also the wreath is supplementary. Small holes on the hair were used for the insertion 
of the leaves and the fruits of the wreath. The wreath is rendered with small dense 
strikes. Painted straps decorate the chest. The hands are handmade. The guitar, 
although of the same type with the figurine no.13, comes from different mold194.  
Figurine no.15 (Pl.7a) is leaning on a pillar to the left. The left foot is bent. The 
himation is wrapped around the arm of the resting on the pillar left hand, forming a 
fold. Part of the horn of Amalthea that the figure was holding is preserved. In the right 
hand, which is raised and bent, she was probably holding some object. The head is 
slightly turned to the left. Two long braids fall on the shoulders, while in the back of 
the head a bun is formed. She wears a radial stephane with a ring base and earrings. 
A ventilation hole on the back. White coating and red pigment on the hair are saved 
and rosy on the lips195. The scapula is formed with some plastic rendering until the 
waist, while the back surface of the figurine below the waist is flat. The rendering of 
the upper nude body is soft; only the small breast is emphasized. The figurines of the 
Sanctuary north of the Agora of Pella are of the same type, but from different molds. 
The naked body of a figurine from Myrina in Boston has greater extent, however the 
right arm is extended sideways and bent upward, as in the figurine from Pella196.  
Of the same type is the figurine no.16 (Pl.7b), although it becomes from a 
smaller mold. The figure holds the horn of Amalthea in the resting on the pillar left 
hand. The right hand is extended sideways; maybe the figure supported an Eros. The 
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hair is tied back in a bun that is missing. She wears a ring base stephane. The pillar on 
which the figure rests is lower than the first one. A statuette is leaning on the capital 
of the pillar. On the crown of the statuette a dove is sitting. A ventilation hole exists 
on the back. White coating and rosy pigment on the himation are saved197. The curls 
of the hair are rendered with incisions. The braids are supplementary198. A similarity 
is observed between this figurine and the figurine no. P2364 from Veroia concerning 
the rendering of the body and the clothing199. Concerning the type of the column this 
is similar to the column of the figure no. P2376 from Veroia. In both figurines, the 
small column to the right of the goddess is crowned with a Corinthian capital, while 
the lower part is approximately half unfluted and the upper part bears vertical 
flutes200.  
The figurines nos. 15,16 (Pl.7a,b) hold a mask. The goddess of the figurines 
P3118201, P2364202 from Veroia also holds in her right raised hand the mask of a 
Silenus. It is true that, in the mythological antiquity, Aphrodite is not completely 
stranger to Dionysos and his troupe, but the reports that exist between them are so 
rare and discreet that it is hardly enough to give an interpretation of the group.203 
Finally, the figurines nos. 15,16 (Pl.7a,b) from the rock-cut tombs of Pella hold 
in their left bent hand the horn of Amalthea in the same way as in the figurines from 
Veroia (P2364204 and P2376205). The abundance horns are symbols of the goddess 
Tyche. In a number of miniature works, however, Tyche is depicted in iconographic 
types, which are connected with Aphrodite or even Aphrodite with the symbols of 
Tyche206. 
In conclusion, if we compare the figurines of Veroia with those of the same type 
of the rock-cut tombs of Pella, we note that the close relationship is not just limited 
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to stylistic similarities. It is obvious that the figurines of the two workshops are 
manufactured from congenital archetypes, as evidenced by a more detailed 
examination of the fold of the himation and especially of the small part of the garment, 
which projects from the folding of the himation at the height of the right groin of the 
goddess. This pattern appears in a marble statuette from Kerch at St. Petersburg’s 
Museum of the late Hellenistic era207.  
 
3.4. The seated semi-naked Aphrodite 
Another type of Aphrodite found at Pella is the one of the seated semi-naked one. 
The type of the seated semi-naked female figure is particularly likeable. The strict 
frontal and symmetrical posture of the seated figures (deities) of the archaic and 
classical era survives all over the 4th century, but with a constantly changing 
perception of the rendering, so that at the end of the century the general conception 
has now been reviewed. The basis of the new concept is located in the sculpture, but 
the big exploitation of the topic is mainly observed in the red figure pottery208.  At the 
same time, the artisans realize the ability that the comfortable posture offers them 
and instead of the strict frontal figures, they create compositions with figures that can 
be seen from the side view, in a posture full of movement, creating a three-
dimensional composition 209 . The type is quite widespread in the Hellenistic era, 
because of the variation of the postures of the seated figures and the supplementary 
characteristic of the preferences of the time. 
The seated on the rock female figure is particularly likeable in the 3rd c. BC. The 
artists of the era of the painter of Meidias are dealing mainly with this issue. The type 
is continued all over the 4th c. BC. The rock symbolizes the Elysian Fields, bringing to 
the conception an artificial idealism, which seems that it goes with the poems of 
Theokritos210.  
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In the Sanctuary, in no.17, the goddess is depicted seating on a rectangular seat 
with crossed legs (Pl.8a). A himation covers the lower, from the beginning of the thigh, 
part of the body and extents behind the left leg on the seat. The left arm is bent 
upwards.  
A similar posture is depicted in the main part of a plastic lekythos (no.18), found 
in a cist tomb of the east cemetery of Pella (Pl.8b), where the goddess Aphrodite is 
depicted. The rendering of the waves and the ship are related to the pre-Olympian 
period of the deity. The myth about her birth ensured her close connection with the 
sea. Thus, parallel with her other substances, she became a patron goddess of the 
navigation. The discovery of the vase in a tomb orientates us towards the chthonic 
Aphrodite, the compassionate goddess of the Underworld. The chthonic nature of 
Aphrodite is not irrelevant to her close relation with Persephone. The join of 
Persephone with the lord of the Underworld is an act of Aphrodite and symbolizes the 
triumph of life over death through the mediation of Eros. Aphrodite was sharing with 
Persephone the honours in Locri of South Italy and Persephone is depicted many times 
with the symbols of Aphrodite. The amalgamation of the substances of the two deities 
is not an unusual phenomenon and testifies the intense need for immortality of the 
soul and hope for life after death211.  
To the category with figures seated on a rock belongs the figurine no.19 (Pl.9a) 
from the rock-cut chamber tombs of Pella212.  
A scene in relief of a semi-naked Aphrodite seated on a rock is depicted on a censer 
from Abdera, but with a reverse position of the feet. (third quarter of the 2nd c. BC)213  
One seated, on a rock, semi-draped figure from the Komos Cistern214 has certain 
stylistic peculiarities in common with the figurine from Pella; they both seat in a 
casual, relaxed position, but suddenly the legs change course away from the trunk at 
a striking angle. In both cases the figures are placed in a sideways, rather than in 
frontal position, so naturally, that the figures look like reliefs. The upper part of the 
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body faces the spectator, but the legs form an angle in order to appear more or less 
in profile.   
The group of the semi-naked female figure seated on a rock includes the figurine 
no.20 (Pl.9b) again from the rock-cut chamber tombs. The figurine reminds us a 
terracotta statuette from Tarent.215 
A seated Aphrodite is also met in the east cemetery of Pella in no.21 in a 
composition with an Eros (Pl.10a). The main characteristics of the figurine is the 
configuration of a thin slab in the upper part, on which the composition is displayed 
in relief, the commutation of the rendering of the figures frontally and in three 
quarters, the position of the legs in different levels and the elements of the landscape 
(declaration of the soil). In the upper part of the back side of the figurine a thin clay 
stripe with a suspension hole has been affixed. The figurine is part of the category of 
terracotta creations with miniature idyllic scenes, particularly widespread in the 
Hellenistic period. Again, a new perception of rendering is presented; compositions 
with landscape elements appear, such as the portrayal of the rocky landscape, 
comfortable postures and diversified movements of body parts. 
The figurine of Pella reminds us a figurine from a workshop of Myrina at the end 
of the 2nd c. BC, depicting a seated Aphrodite playing with Erotes.216 
A terracotta vase from Olynthus has the form of a group of Aphrodite and Eros on 
a round base. This kind of decoration of the plastic vessels with the pair Aphrodite and 
Eros is similar to the one from Pella, concerning the posture of Aphrodite, the 
supplementary elements (Eros) and the semi-nudity of the goddess 217 . A similar 
example with a seated female figure and next to her the small figure of Eros is depicted 
on a figurine from Mytilene. Because of the existence of Eros, the female figure 
coincides with Aphrodite (first half-middle of the 4th c. BC).218 
All the above contribute to the creation of compositions in relief, which increase 
in the 3rd c. BC., with the third dimension emphasized. In the figurine, there are 
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different scenes, such as the rocky ground that indicates the exterior and the diphros 
indicating the interior. The specific composition had been used for the decoration of 
the plastic lekythoi, thing which is confirmed by the existence of the rosette and the 
elements in the calyx configuration of the plastic lekythoi above the base. Such a 
lekythos, coming probably from Atalante, depicts a seated Aphrodite with standing 
winged children on her left and five framing rosettes. (middle of the 4th c. BC.)219  In 
the specific figurine, the elements of the plastic lekythoi are used selectively and 
simply, indicating probably its manufacture in a local workshop. The elements of the 
floral decoration of the back side, found in the mosaics of Pella, also indicate the 
manufacture of the plastic lekythoi in a local workshop. As mentioned above, the 
seated on a rock semi-naked female figures of Pella have been identified with the 
chthonic deity that protects the dead. The presence of the Eros confirms the 
identification of the figurine with the chthonic Aphrodite. 
Clay figurines were not made exclusively as burial gifts. Their types existed in 
both the homes and sanctuaries. Their presence in the tombs was not necessary. 
However, in the rock-cut chamber tombs at Pella figurines were a necessary escort in 
the female burials. Apart from the dressed female figurines that represented the 
mortal ladies of the Macedonian capital, who offered themselves to the chthonian 
deities, the presence of the seminude female figure in tombs of Pella is very common. 
The objects that the figures hold is not associated with the daily life of women. This 
fact, in combination with the nudity of the upper part of the body, is enough to exclude 
their identification with common women. Thus, the female figure can be a muse, a 
nymph or a deity that must be related to the underworld, because they are found very 
often in tombs. Female deities with chthonic character that are represented nude 
above the waist is Persephone and Aphrodite. Persephone is hardly ever represented 
seminude, even in the rather sensually drawn depictions in Apulian red figure220.  The 
distinction among Aphrodite, Persephone and nymphs is not clear. The substances of 
these chthonic deities have been merged into the conscience of people.  
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The fact that the seminude female figurines had a divine aspect is also supported 
by the presence of a column with a dove on its crowning. The use of the column for 
the declaration of a sacred area is known since the minoan period, where it was 
considered an abstract representation of the deity. 
 
3.5. Τhe Kourotrophos Aphrodite  
Another type of Aphrodite found at Pella is the Kourotrophos Aphrodite. The 
mortality of pregnant women and the dangers that threatened the lives of infants and 
young children created the belief that the procedures of childbirth were controlled by 
chthonic forces, the goodwill of which had to ensure on time the parturient women 
for the sake of the babies221. Many goddesses were worshipped as Kourotrophoi, 
patronesses of children from the birth until their death and this is why a chthonic 
character has been attributed to them. It is generally accepted that the figurines of 
Kourotrophoi depict the same goddess or a mortal woman, who hugs her child that 
trusts to the goddess in order to obtain her favor. The status of Kourotrophos is 
attributed to several other female deities, like Earth, Athena, Artemis, Demeter, 
Persephone. However, it is generally recognized that the chthonic nature particularly 
characterizes the Kourotrophos deities. This conception comes from the idea that life 
springs from earth and goes back to earth. The Kourotrophos is concerned with life 
both in its beginning (pregnancy) and in its end, the dead, the soul and its further 
fortune in the other world222.  
The duties of the deities above are limited to the birth and consist of a double 
support, first towards the mother who must win the test of the childbirth and then 
towards the child who must come to the world as a strong descendant. After the birth, 
the duty of the Kourotrophoi deities should begin, since the child in his early years is 
a defenseless existence223. The depiction of Kourotrophoi gods in a large number of 
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figurines, from mainland and island Greece, proves that their worship was 
widespread224.  
To the problem of interpretation of the Kourotrophoi figures, whether they 
represent mortal women or the same divinity, has not been given so far, a satisfactory 
reply accepted by the scholars. Contradictory opinions exist. Blickenberg225 believes 
that the mortal women that are depicted are not connected with a specific devotional 
procedure, because keeping the children in their arms is not related with the worship 
and in the case of the dedicator the image of the figure, in any posture, was enough 
to put the person under the protection of the deity. On the contrary, Schefold226 
admits that it is not easy for somebody to define the limits and discern mortal and 
divine figures, however he recognizes in the seated female figure, who keeps in her 
hug a smaller one, a goddess.  
The examples of Kourotrophos from Pella derive exclusively from the Sanctuary. A 
semi-naked Aphrodite who holds a young Eros in her left hand is depicted in the 
figurine no.22 (Pl.11a), similarly to the figurines P1486227, P1487228, P1488229 and 
P1489230 from the rock-cut tombs of Veroia. Figurine no.23 (Pl.11b) is similar to the 
one from the rock-cut tombs of Veroia no. P1484.231 In both compositions Aphrodite 
holds out of hand a young Eros, who lifts his head towards the figure. Similar to the 
above is the figurine no.24 (Pl.11c), where the figure of the Eros is rendered with 
raised head.  
The difference with the Kourotrophos Goddess of Veroia is that Aphrodite in the 
compositions of Veroia is a draped figure, dressed in a tunic and himation. In the 
figurines of Veroia a big number of Kourotrophoi figures has been found with a very 
wide variety of types; dressed and semi-naked figures hold Cupids and children out of 
hand, while in other cases children seat on their shoulder. These types of figurines 
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with several variants come in contrast with the figurines of the Sanctuary where the 
goddess is depicted semi-draped and with children besides them. 
   
3.6. Aphrodite with a censer  
The presence of Aphrodite in the Thesmophorion is confirmed by the figurines 
nos.25-27 (Pls.12a-13a,b). Her appearance is totally excused in a sanctuary, where the 
ceremonies aimed at the fertility of the land and therefore at the fertility of those who 
were taking part in the festival. Characteristic of this group is the censer that the 
figurines hold in their left hand, which depicts a sort of a ritual232.  
3.7. The revealed Aphrodite  
A naked female figure of the very popular type of Aphrodite that is revealed is one 
more type of Aphrodite that is found in the Thesmophorion (Pl.13c). The best samples 
belong to the 2nd c. BC. A similar naked Aphrodite from Tarsus is depicted standing, 
with the leg slightly folded and with the right raised hand setting aside the folds of the 
veil 233.  
3.8. Aphrodite with a swan  
Another type of Aphrodite found at Pella and particularly in the East Cemetery is 
the one with a swan (Pl.14). The characteristic elements of the composition in the 
figurine no.29 (Pl.14a), which is developed in a diagonal axis, is the dynamic motion 
of the figure to the right, the strong contraction between the right, leaning on the 
rock, leg and the left outstretched leg, as well as the plasticity of the nude body. The 
figure is displayed by three quarters on a field formed by a free tunic, with an elevated 
head, harmonized with the upraised left arm. Thus, a scene with depth and motion is 
created, which is differentiated from the usual static female figures with distinctive 
movements. The type of the figurine is known from the first half of the 4th c. BC with 
nearest parallels the examples from Tanagra and Olynthus. In the figurines of this type 
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are observed differentiations in the presence or not of the bird, the hand with which 
the figure holds it and the clothing.  
The form of the figurine no.29 has been interpreted as Nemesis, Leda, because of 
the presence of the swan, but also as Aphrodite, thing which is considered more 
possible for the figurine of Pella, since its identification with the goddess cannot be 
disputed in another figurine of relative type (no.30), with some differentiations in the 
composition that has been used in the decoration of the plastic lekythoi234. The plastic 
ribbons in the upper and lower part of the cylindrical base of the lekythoi indicate the 
relationship of the composition with the plastic lekythoi. The plastic lekythoi that are 
considered to continue the white lekythoi, exclusively funeral vessels, are often 
decorated on their sides with rosettes. The correlation of the plastic lekythoi with the 
worship of the chthonic Aphrodite is obvious235.  For the female figurines of the graves, 
which consist grave offerings mainly of the female graves, has been proposed their 
correlation with the worship of the goddess, who overruled life and death in every 
region, but also the portrayal of the dead themselves236. The dedication of the figurine 
consists an act of communication with the goddess. The figurines that accompany the 
graves illustrates the dead herself. They are, therefore, the testimony of a prayer for 
protection, which is addressed to that goddess who rules the life and death and occurs 
in burial finds with the iconographic features of Aphrodite237. In one of these lekythoi 
a seated Aphrodite and an Eros with a boat on the sea shore is depicted238. These 
lekythoi are connected with the female world. In the context of interpretation, the 
boat of the Eros indicates the transport of the dead to the island of Makaroi, an 
optimistic perception for the afterlife239. The plastic lekythoi were probably thrown 
into the pyre after their use in the ceremony of the chthonic Aphrodite.  
                                                          
234 For a lekythos with the representation of Leda with a swan see Tanagra: Mythe et archeologie, 
fig.83 [Jeammet]. 
235 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2014, 259 
236 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2014, 229 
237 Τζαναβάρη 2002, 219 
238 Ibid, 54, 134 Pl.8b 
239 For the probability of the correlation of the representation with the status of the goddess as the 
protector of navigation also because of the existence of a port in Pella see Aκαμάτη 1997, 135. 
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A very similar to the figurine no.29 is coming from Olynthus and depicts a female 
figure, Leda, holding a swan240. In both figurines the figure is naked, based on an 
uneven surface, a sloping rock or mountain. Their right leg is bent at the knee, while 
the left leg is extended. Both figures hold in their right hand a bird, probably a swan. 
They both hold in their left arm their drapery, which flows out in large curving waves 
to the ground. The features of the face in both cases are not clearly modelled. It is a 
pleasant, lively composition, not limited to the tombs, but also used for the 
ornamentation of the private houses. 
A figurine coming from a house of Olynthus241, reminds a lot the figurine from 
Pella; it depicts a nude female figure, Leda, in a momentary pose as she ascends the 
rock or mountain, holding a swan in her right arm (early 4th  c. BC.). The figure itself, 
as the previous ones, is slightly modelled. The contrast of drapery and nudity could 
well have been inspired by one of the 5th century mostly nude Niobid (about 450 BC.), 
where the posture is somewhat similar, but the motif different242. 
There are several variations of the type, but probably all from the same workshop, 
somewhere in Greece, mostly Athens or Tanagra. A figurine no. 868 from Tanagra243 
has the same features with the figurine under examination; for once more Leda stands 
on a sloping mount, naked, apart from a himation that covers her back. In her left 
hand she holds the himation and in the right one a swan. The type occurs in a tomb-
group from Rhitsona dated by Ure to the late 5th century244. Similar to figurine no.868 
is the one no.869 from Athens, with the difference that Leda holds the swan in her left 
hand and the himation in her right. This is the main difference from the figurine from 
Pella245.  
The figurine no.129, again from Tanagra, also resembles the figurine of the 
cemetery of Pella246. Its identity as Leda is certain; she holds a swan in her right hand 
                                                          
240 Robinson, Olynthus ΙΙΙ, 1931, 71-73, Pl.40 no.370 
241 Robinson, Olynthus ΧΙV,1952, 188-190, Pl.79 no.250 
242 Richter 1970, 23, 44, 66, fig.4 
243 Higgins 1954, 231-232, Pl.123 no.868  
244 Ure 1934, 73 
244 Robinson, Olynthus III, 1931, 71-73, no.370 Pl.40 
245 Higgins 1954, 232, Pl.123 no. 869  
246 Higgins 1986, 109, no.129 
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and in the left one the end of her drapery. The front of her body is naked. The delicacy 
of the modelling suggests a sculptural origin.  
Another figure, probably from the same workshop, has a similar position of the 
legs on a rock or mountain, but with one difference; she holds the swan in her left 
hand247.  
In the figurine no.30 (Pl.14b) the himation of the figure with the intense straddle 
is spread spectacularly under the elevated left hand, without the dynamic ripple of the 
previous figurine. Thus, the elements of the scene are projected in relief. The presence 
of the altar, on which the second figure kneels, reinforces her divine status. The 
addition of the Eros identifies her with Aphrodite, the protection of which the family 
of the dead children wanted. These figurines probably consist products of the local 
workshop, which produced the plastic lekythoi, as evidenced by the rendering of the 
floral motifs of the back sight, similar to those of the mosaics at Pella248.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
247 Loeb 1916, 24, Pl.34 
248 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2014, 258 
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CHAPTER 4 
3. Female busts 
 
3.1. Typology 
In clay female busts of graves, the majority of the known- until today- types of the 
4th c. BC is recognized. However, there are some busts with special morphological 
characteristics, which enrich the traditional themes of the category of the terracottas.  
The examined busts consisted grave goods of female and juvenile graves just like the 
female figurines and were placed around and upon the body249. More significant were 
the finds of the modern research concerning the classical and Hellenistic cemeteries 
of Veroia and Pella, in which the clay figurines are traced, mainly in children and 
female burials. Regardless the location where they detected, it is clear that in the clay 
figurines the female element predominates compared to the male. The proposals 
made in the interpretation of this phenomenon, associate it either with the 
traditionally greater piety of women compared to the same religious feelings of men 
or with the fact that among the deities worshipped, women dominate and therefore 
the worshippers directed at them are also women. For example, female busts are 
depicted together with objects of the female world in the wall painting of the west 
side of the grave II of Aineia250. Their number and their types in the internal of the 
graves diversify, while in some graves there are more than one busts of the same type. 
The female busts consist a particularly important part of the terracotta 
production of Pella from the 4th c. BC until the late Hellenistic years. The influence of 
familiar terracottas centers of the Greek territory, especially of Olynthus, indicates the 
introduction of their products to the Macedonian capital and also the adoption of 
features of the iconography and their style by the local workshops251. The similarity of 
the clay, the presence of similar iconographic elements in individual parts of the same 
types, the common stylistic rendering and the use of the same molds indicate the 
production of female busts in local workshops, which operated alongside the 
                                                          
249 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 250    
250 Τζαναβάρη2002, 217-218; Βοκοτοπούλου 1990, Pl.1-6 
251 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2016, 817-818. 
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terracotta workshops252. Among the busts that have been found in north Greece until 
today, those of Pella, Veroia and Mieza have common elements, which indicate 
common standards and common laboratorial origin. The production of female busts 
in Pella continued in the entire Hellenistic era with the known types of large size forms 
that were offered not only to graves, but also to public and domestic sanctuaries253.  
The typological presentation of the clay busts is preceded by the series of 
busts-representations (protomés-masques), which include the face of the depicted 
female figure and the rendering of part of the neck and chest254. 
The female figures of the second category have the form that prevails in the 
Hellenistic era. This means that they have a backside and they can be set upright on a 
horizontal surface. This category is characterized by an expansion in body imaging, 
which is attributed to the waist or hips and appears in the early 5th c. BC. The female 
figure is initially rendered dressed with a chiton and himation and fully covered 
arms255. 
Examples of the early 5th c. BC from Olynthus depict a different type, in which 
the figure wears a veil. The hands of the figure are now attributed256. A special type is 
represented by busts, where the female figure wears a tunic and a himation, while a 
veil covers the back of the head, falling on the shoulders. The himation is tightly 
wrapped around the body, with one edge passing diagonally in front of the chest.  The 
hands, raised in the chest, hold stems and flowers. The hair, usually decorated by a 
low stephane, surround the forehead and fall on the shoulders forming six parallel, 
horizontal "floors"257.  The earliest samples of this type date back to the middle of the 
5th c. BC and come from Boeotia258 from where it is estimated that the type is spread 
                                                          
252 For the terracotta production of Hellenistic Pella see Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1993, 171-182; id. 1997, 
193-203; Ακαμάτης 2013α, 101-110. 
253 Ancient Macedonia 1988, 317, where female busts of the Hellenistic era have been found in 
domestic and public sanctuaries and also in terracotta workshops of Pella.  
254 Τζαναβάρη 2017, 143 
255 Σίνδος 1985, no.471 (480-460 BC.) [Β. Μισαηλίδου].    
256 Robinson, Olynthus IV,1931, 70-75 no. 29, Pls.13,18; id. 1952, 83-88 nos. 19,27, Pls. 12-13, 18 (5th 
c. BC) 
257 Τζαναβάρη 2017, 145 
258 Higgins 1954, 224, Pl. 116. no. 842 
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in Macedonia and is reproduced at the same time at the local workshops of 
Olynthus259.   
In the passage from the 4th to the 3rd c. BC a newer version of the type is 
presented, in which the figure wears a sleeved chiton and a himation that covers the 
trunk, leaving a small part of the chiton visible. The vestment passes under the breast 
and falls over the left shoulder. The figures hold the standard offerings (flowers, fruits, 
birds) in the hands before the breast as a group of busts nos.31-34 from the east 
cemetery of Pella proves (Pls.15,16). 
Certain busts of the museum of Pella also belong to this group, dated from the 
end of the 5th to the third quarter of the 4th c.BC.; nos. 87/303, 87/301, 87/311, 
87/304, 87/295260. 
Similar to the figurines of this group is a bust of a female goddess from a grave 
of Veroia (no. P2737); she wears a high crown decorated with three rosettes. Her right 
hand is placed upwards between the breasts, holding a flower, while in the left hand 
she holds a fruit261.   
Similar to the busts of this group, but with a differentation concerning the 
uncovered parts of the arms, is a female mask from room d of South Villa in Olynthus 
dated to the 6th or early 5th c. BC262. A mask of a kore C75263, who holds in her right 
hand the edge of her veil and in the left one a flower, resembles the figures from Pella. 
Of similar type is another mask of a kore C76 from Thebes264. To this type of busts 
belongs a female bust from a child burial (T.14) at Kastania in a place called “Σταυρός”, 
dated to the first half of the 4th c. BC265.  
The typological tradition of the busts of the middle of the 4th c.BC from the 
east cemetery of Pella continues a clay female bust no. 7568 from tomb III of tumulus 
                                                          
259 Robinson,Olynthus VII, 1933, 24-25 nos.36-44, Pls. 9-10; id. 1952, 79-82 nos. 14, 17, Pls. 8-9 (early 
5th c. B.C.) 
260 The busts, displayed in the museum, come from the Agora, the Sanctuary of Darron and domestic 
sanctuaries. 
261 Ancient Macedonia 1988, 352 no.311 (Veroia, end of the 4th c. B.C) [Τσακάλου-Τζαναβάρη] 
262 Robinson, Olynthus XIV, 1952, 80 no.15, Pl.8 (no.38.128) 
263 Besques 1954, 96, Pl.68 
264 Besques 1954, 96, Pl.68 
265 Μπέσιος 2010, 296. 
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A of Aineia266. In a female tomb of ancient Mieza two female busts (P 6014 and P 6011) 
follow the same tradition267. A female bust of the same type, holding a flower and a 
pomegranate, was found near the fortification wall of the village of N.Kallikrateia268. 
A variation of the previous group consists the fragmentarily preserved figurine 
no.35 again from the east cemetery of Pella (Pl.17a), where the bent arms are 
uncovered from the elbow and below. The figure holds in the left arm, which appears 
from the wavy edge of the sleeve of the chiton, the upper multipart selvage of the 
himation.   
Another variation of the first group consist the figurines nos. 36-41 (Pls.17b, 
c,18,19). A differentiation is observed concerning the rendering of the arms, which 
have smaller uncovered segments. To this group belongs a bust of a female goddess 
from Veroia (burial) no. P2739; the hands project from the himation and are upturned, 
holding a flower bud and an apple. It is dated to the end of the 4th c. BC.269  The figures 
hold in the right hand flowers and fruits in the left one. To this group also belong- as 
in the case of the first group- certain busts nos. 87/303, 87/301, 87/311, 87/304, 
87/295270.  
Another example of female busts coming from the east cemetery of Pella is 
the figurine no.42 (Pl.20a). The figure is smaller from the figures above, since it is 
rendered until the lower part of the breast. She wears a chiton with triangular opening 
upward and a himation hanging from the high disc-shaped stephane, which is strongly 
differentiated from those figurines of other categories. For example, the busts of the 
cemetery of the region of the Agora also have a stephane of this type, but not so high. 
The himation covers the trunk and falls over the left shoulder leaving the chiton visible 
only in the upper right part. Four fingers of the right hand of the figure project from 
the himation, holding its diagonal upper edge between the breast. At the left lower 
                                                          
266 Βοκοτοπούλου 1990, 68, Pl. 41a.  
267 Μισαηλίδου-Δεσποτίδου 1990, 129, fig 5b. 
268 Μπιλούκα, Βασιλείου & Γραικός 2000, 306, fig. 11. 
269 Ancient Macedonia 1988, 309 no.262; 353 no.312 [Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη] 
270 The busts are displayed in the Museum of Pella and come from the cemetery of the region of the 
Agora (end of the 5th - third quarter of the 4th century BC.). 
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part of the bust, part of the curve of the stylized edge of the himation is saved271. 
Similar to the figurine above is a clay female  bust no. 92/353 from the east cemetery 
of Pella272.     
At the end of the 4th and the beginning of the 3rd c. BC, at the time of the reign 
of Cassander, another widespread type is produced, with main feature the rendering 
of one more epiblema273, which falls above the high stephane that decorates the hair 
and its contour extends beyond the rigid frame of the body274.  Examples of this type 
come from the east cemetery of Pella (Pls.21,22,23). The figures wear a sleeved chiton 
with a loose triangular opening on the top and apoptygma (an additional piece of 
fabric that hangs over the shoulders to the waist of the dress). From the stephane an 
epiblema hangs, which reaches the upper part of the arms. The hands, uncovered 
below the elbow, are bent in front of the chest. In the right hand, the figures hold in 
front of the right chest a fruit or a bird and in the left one, slightly higher, a flower275.  
Of similar type is a female mask from the East Cemetery of Olynthus 276 , 
probably representing Aphrodite. The goddess holds a dove at the waist in the right 
hand and an apple or a pomegranate at the left breast in the left one. The attributes 
and position of the hands of two female masks, again from the East Cemetery of 
Olynthus, are as in the figurine above, dated to the 5th c. BC277.  Of the same type is a 
female mask from the room d of South Villa of Olynthus, where the figure with her left 
hand clasps the left breast278. The breast-clasping figure appears as early as Minoan 
times in vessels manufactured in human or animal form 279 . The gesture was a 
commonplace of primeval plastics, characterizing the female as a mother, whose 
breasts are pressed for milk. Examples of this type also come from the wider region of 
                                                          
271 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη-Ακαμάτης 2014, 237 
272 Ibid, 70, 110-111, no.55. 
273 For the different terminology used by the scholars for this garment (επίβλημα, πέπλο, καλύπτρα, 
σάκκος) see Croissant 1983, 22; Καλτσάς 1998, 69ff; Γραμμένος & Τιβέριος 1984, 31. 
274 Τζαναβάρη 2017, 146 
275 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη-Ακαμάτης 2014, 237-238 
276 Robinson, Olynthus VII, 1933, 22 no.30, Pl.7.  
277 Robinson, Olynthus VII, 1933, 23 no.31, Pl.7; id. 1933, 23 no.32, Pl.8  
278 Robinson, Olynthus XIV, 1952, no.14, Pl.8  
279 Evans 1994, 115-126 
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Macedonia, such as Mieza, Aineia280, the cemetery of Derveni281 and the organized 
cemetery of ancient Liti. 
The figurines nos.49-52 that come from the east cemetery of Pella (Pls.24,25) 
consist another type of clay female busts. The figures are wearing a sleeved chiton 
with triangular opening on the top and apoptygma. A himation covers the shoulders 
and the arms until the lower part. The hands of the figures, uncovered below the 
elbow, are bent at the chest, holding between the chest a bird in the right hand and a 
flower in the left one. A female mask from the East Cemetery of Olynthus, with the 
hands raised to the breasts, reminds the figures of this group. Dated to late 6th or early 
5th century BC282. Of similar type is a second female mask also from the East Cemetery 
of Olynthus283. Two female masks from the East Cemetery closely resemble the busts 
of this type concerning the way that the hands are clasped around the breasts284. A 
variation of the previous group, concerning individual elements (lack of the stephane, 
uncovered parts of the hands) consists the figurine no.53 (Pl.26a).  
Another example of female busts coming from the east cemetery of Pella is 
the figurine no.54 (Pl.26b). The figure wears a sleeved chiton and a himation that 
covers the back side of the head falling unevenly over the body. On the right side, the 
himation covers the shoulder and the back side of the arms, while on the left side the 
left part of the trunk. The hands, almost uncovered from the elbow, are bent in front 
of the trunk. It does not seem to hold a specific object unless this was rendered in 
color. However, the small opening of the fingers suggests that the figure must have 
held a flower285.  
Another type of bust is represented by the figurine no.55 (Pl.27a), again from 
the east cemetery of Pella. The figure is depicted until the middle of the belly. She 
wears a veil with short apoptygma and himation, hanging from the high disc-shaped 
stephane. Its stylized edge, continuing the contour of the tall stephane downwards, 
                                                          
280 Μισαηλίδου-Δεσποτίδου 1990, 128, fig. 5a 
281  Θέμελης & Τουράτσογλου 1997, 120, Pl.131 
282  Robinson, Olynthus VII,1933, 20 no.16, Pl. 5 
283  Robinson, Olynthus VII, 1933, 20 no.17, Pl. 5  
284  Robinson, Olynthus VII, 1933, 21 no.25, Pl.6; id. 1933, 21-22 no.26, Pl.6. 
285  Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη-Ακαμάτης 2014, 238    
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forms a kind of frame of the figure behind the shoulders and the arms, which, stuck in 
the trunk, reaches the underside of the apoptygma and not the lower side of the bust, 
as usually. Blinkenberg calls these figurines ‘’excessively developed protomes’’ with a 
background comparable to ‘’ a halo surrounding the images of the saints’’286. A shallow 
cavity in the lower surface of the arms indicates a reception for the remaining parts of 
the hands from separate pieces. Similarly, a modeled bust from Syracuse, dated to the 
1st c. BC, has small round holes in both arms at front, probably used for the insertion 
of extended arms. Punic busts with preserved arms have been found in Spain and 
these apparently depend on Sicilian models287. The back of the head of the female 
bust, which comes from the room four of the East Stoa of the Agora, forms a high 
cone. It is dated to the 1st c. BC288.  The configuration of a frame that the stephane and 
the himation form can be seen in a female protome from Rhodes289, where an arch of 
clay is attached at the rear, in line with the upper part of the face. Of the same type is 
another female bust from Calymna290 , where a modulation is formed by the himation 
that is raised up vertically and the hair, arranged in a long arch, surrounding the upper 
part of her face. A female mask, where the background forms a kind of halo behind 
the shoulders and the arms of the figure, is also detected in a figurine from Myrina 
manufactured at Thebes at the end of the 5th or middle of the 4th century291. A bust, 
which reminds a lot the figurines of the group, is a Homolion bust with the addition of 
a plaque around the head and upper body292. It is dated to the second half of the 4th 
c. BC.  
A particularly rare type of bust is represented by the figurine no.56 (Pl.27b)293. 
The head and the upper part of the trunk of the female figure is depicted in a 
quadrilateral panel with suspension holes. The influence of the decoration of relief 
surfaces is also noted here as in the figurine of Aphrodite with the swan and the 
                                                          
286 Blinkenberg 1931, note 132 
287 Bell 1981, 148, Pl.44  fig.155 (1st c. BC) 
288 Ancient Macedonia 1988, 317 no.274 [Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη] 
289 Higgins 1954, 101, Pl.50  no.295 (Rhodes, late 5th c. BC) 
290 Higgins 1954, 127, Pl.62 no. 443 (Halicarnassus, late 5th c. BC) 
291 Besques 1963, 9, Pl.7f (end of the 5th / middle of the 4th c. BC) 
292 Miller 1979, 21, Pl.12 a,b (second half of the 4th c. BC) 
293 For the bust see Museum of Pella 2011, 196 
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figurine of the seated Aphrodite with the Eros. The figure wears a chiton with a loose 
triangular opening and a heavy himation with intense folds in relief, which covers the 
head and the trunk. The intense projection of the trunk, the head and the written strip 
of the panel, which frames the figure reaching her shoulders, abolish the flatness of 
the surface and contribute to the creation of depth in the composition294. A mould for 
relief from Taras depicting in the center a woman’s head, facing the front, is of similar 
type295. It is dated to the middle of the 4th c BC. 
In the same period, a significant change is observed in Macedonia, concerning 
the rendering of the female busts and continues until the beginning of the 1st century. 
B.C296. In this iconographic type the bust that are depicted until the middle, with stuck 
arms, can be set upright, since they have a slightly convex, unformed back side (Pl.28). 
In no.57 (Pl.28a), where the part of the trunk is depicted below the breast, the figure 
wears a chiton and himation with its upper edge crossing diagonally the trunk. A 
uniformity with thin, linear, totally symmetrical folds, which have a more decorative 
than functional character, is observed In the rendering of the vestment . A female bust 
from the excavated Cyrenaica looks quiet the figurines from Pella, where the bust is 
shaped down to the shoulders297. The type of the bust rendered up to the shoulders 
is also met in the Hellenistic years from the Sanctuary of Darron at Pella298.  
The version of the type with naked body is represented by no.58 (Pl.28b). The 
fact that residues of color are saved upon the body of the bust indicates that the figure 
is either naked or that the garment was rendered in color that has been disappeared. 
The excavations prove that the nude female is represented long before 348 BC and 
that the bust is not funerary merely, but is used often as a decoration in the houses, 
since such busts have been found in the houses of the Olynthians. In a bust from 
Olynthus there is no indication of drapery, though the V-shaped neck might suggest 
that the drapery was painted299. The examined bust is similar to a female bust from 
                                                          
294 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη-Ακαμάτης 2014, 239 
295 Higgins 1954, 369, Pl.189 no.1360 (midddle of the 4th c.BC) 
296 Τζαναβάρη 2017, 147 
297 Higgins 1954, 402-403, Pl.207 no.1534 (midddle of the 4th c.BC) 
298 No. 91/25 
299 For the bust see Robinson, Olynthus XIII, 1950, 55, Pl.31 no. 331  
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the East Cemetery of Olynthus which also represents a figure, nude to the waist300.  
From the cemetery of ancient Mieza a bust until the waist, which renders the back of 
the body and belongs to the 4th c. BC., depicts a female nude figure, similar to the 
figurines from Pella301. Of the same type is a female goddess found in a cist grave of 
Lete, discovered inside the dromos leading into the interior of a Macedonian tomb302. 
A clay female bust from a pit grave (T.14) of the south cemetery of Pydna303 and three 
others from Sedes of Thessaloniki304 are also attributed nude to the height of the 
waist. 
Female busts depicting chthonic divinities, Persephone or Aphrodite, have also 
been found in the Sanctuary of Pella. The busts obviously depict the worshipped in 
this sanctuary divinities, but their fragmentary condition does not allow for more 
accurate identification. In the busts nos. 59-64 (Pls.29,30) parts of busts are saved; in 
the best-preserved pieces the female figures wear a sleeved chiton with a V-shaped 
opening in the neck, necklace and bracelets305.   
 
3.2. Interpretation 
The clay female busts, one of the most widespread types of terracotta, consist a 
common find of public and domestic sanctuaries, houses and cemeteries from the 
middle of the 6th c. BC all over the Greek world. The problems of terminology and 
origin of the busts have repeatedly concerned the scientific research306, but mostly the 
problem of the interpretation of the figures, since the iconographic elements are 
repeated and similar characteristics appear in busts, which are not exclusively related 
to one deity307.  
                                                          
300 Robinson, Olynthus VII,1933, 41-42 no.145, Pl. 17 (4th c. BC) 
301 Μισαηλίδου 1990, 129, fig.7δ  (P 6011) 
302 Τζαναβάρη 1996, 467, 475,  fig.14 (second half of 4th c. B.C.) 
303 Μπέσιος 2010, 223α 
304 Αδάμ-Βελένη 2014, 362-363, fig.1 (ΜΘ 3027), 365, fig.3 (ΜΘ 3039), 368, fig.7 (no.3030). 
305 The existence of jewleries in some busts, as in no.60, could reinforce the identification with 
Aphrodite. 
306 For terminology issues see Chryssanthaki-Nagle 2006, 13. For the problem of the origin of the 
busts see Croissant 1983, 1ff; Αχειλαρά 2006, 142.  
307Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη-Ακαμάτης 2014, 244; Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2016, 825. 
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The basic type that will prevail in the Greek world from the 4th c. BC with common 
iconographic elements is formed by adding a body to the mask of the Archaic years308 
in the 5th c. BC. In this way, the mask was converted into a bust. The frontal posture 
of the figures, the characteristic garments, such as the sleeved chiton, the himation 
and the veil that totally cover the body and the head, the presence of the stephane 
on the heads and the characteristic movement of the hands, which hold offerings in 
their bent hands in front of the chest, indicate the religious-votive character of these 
figurines, which sometimes were dedicated to the deities that were worshipped in 
sanctuaries and another time to the chthonic deities that protected the dead309. The 
identification of the female busts with specific deities is usually based on the 
iconographic elements, which cannot support most of the time a safe interpretation, 
since these do not necessarily vary on finds related to worship of different deities. 
Moreover, it is not certain that the busts in the sanctuaries reflected exclusively the 
honoured divinity, since the offerings were also connected with other venerated 
deities310.  
The so far research for the interpretation of the busts has identified the figures 
with deities, dedicators, personification of dead, apotropaic and decorative objects of 
domestic areas 311 . The observations above are based on specific iconographic 
elements of the busts, such as the stephane that reminds the polos of the deities, the 
clothing and the offerings that they hold, elements connected with specific divinities. 
For example, the veil characterizes married figures and more specifically the busts 
with polos and veil are identified with Persephone312. Veil is also connected with Hera, 
Demeter and Persephone and the naked or semi-naked body with Aphrodite 313 . 
Concerning the offerings that the busts hold, interpretive efforts have been made 
depending on the objects or animals they hold. These objects, although they are 
                                                          
308 Bell 1981, 8ff, Pls. 8-9 (6th - early 5th c.BC) 
309 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη-Ακαμάτης 2014, 45 
310 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1996, 105-106 
311 For the views expressed on the interpretation of the busts in general see Δάφφα-Νικονάνου 1973, 
112-116; Croissant 1983, 4ff; Chryssanthaki-Nagle 2006, 24-28; Zαφειροπούλου 1981, 69; Κόρτη-
Κόντη 1994, 74; Τζαναβάρη 2014, 341-344.  
312 Bell 1981, 84 
313 Chryssanthaki-Nagle 2006, 25-26.  
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characterized as ‘offerings’, it is impossible to be characterized as symbols and the 
bust to be interpreted as a deity314. For example, the pomegranate as a symbol of 
abundance and fertility has been connected with deities of vegetation and 
reproduction (Hera, Demeter and Persephone) and as a symbol of the continuation of 
life after death with Aphrodite 315 . The apple 316 , which is mainly connected with 
Demeter, is also related to Aphrodite and has a similar symbolism related to fertility. 
A female bust that holds green apples in a wall painting of Aineia is related with 
Aphrodite Antheia (‘’the flower-goddess’’), the goddess of vegetation and fertility, the 
chthonic character of which relates her to the worship of the dead317. The flower, as 
a symbol of the renaissance of the nature, has been associated with Persephone and 
Aphrodite. The flower is identified with a pomegranate, so that the chthonic character 
of the goddess is emphasized318.  Dove, the holy bird of Aphrodite, accompanies the 
goddess in a multitude of representations, but also appears as grave offering, mainly 
in children's graves as a toy319. In general, busts that hold a dove or a flower it is 
possible to depict Aphrodite 320 . Finally, the alabaster, which also consists a very 
common grave good of female burials, is connected with Aphrodite, since its content, 
the aromatic oils, was used by women in everyday life, but also in the funeral 
ceremonies. Common element of all these interpretations consists their connection 
with the worship of female chthonic divinities of fertility and the Underworld. 
Demeter, Persephone, Aphrodite are few of the deities that have been recognized in 
the female busts of the Greek space321. There is no reason, moreover, to exclude the 
possibility that the offerings in the hands of the busts consist just a piece of art, an 
artwork for the god and man, as it happens with every creature of Greek art 322.  
                                                          
314 Κόρτη-Κόντη 1994, 74   
315 Bell 1981, 98 
316 Δάφφα-Νικονάνου 1973, 114 
317 Βοκοτοπούλου 1990, 40, note 64, 68 
318 Δάφφα-Νικονάνου 1973, 115 
319 Κώστογλου-Δεσποίνη 1979, 110-114.  
320 Κόρτη-Κόντη 1994, 74    
321 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη-Ακαμάτης 2014, 246 
322 Κόρτη-Κόντη 1994, 74; Ζαφειροπούλου 1981, 134-135 
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However, their symbolic character is the most important in an effort to identify the 
figures323.  
The connection of the female figurines of the graves with a worshipped chthonic 
divinity, the favour and protection of which the alive were seeking for the dead in the 
Underworld, shall also apply to the female busts324. It is considered more likely in the 
female busts of the 4th c. BC of the east cemetery the depiction of Aphrodite with its 
chthonic status, without disregarding the existence of worship in Pella of the 4th c. BC 
of female deities with chthonic character, such as of Demeter325 and Persephone326 
more frequently than any other in the grave offerings of Pella in the Hellenistic era. 
Her worship in the last quarter of the 4th c. BC is certified together with this of the 
Mother of Gods as patroness of the city, in the Sanctuary north of the Agora327. On the 
other hand, the grave goods of the 4th c. BC and the Hellenistic years testify her strong 
presence as a chthonic deity. Her conventional depiction on the busts of the graves, 
which vanish from the end of the 4th c. BC., brings off a wide variety of figurines, 
influenced by other sectors of the art, particularly sculpture328. Thus, a longitudinal 
worship of Aphrodite in Pella up to the Roman times is certified.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
323 Zαφειροπούλου 1981, 134 
324 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 250 
325 For the worship of Demeter in Pella Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1996. 
326 For an inscription of a golden leaf of the east cemetery of Pella where the name of Persephone is 
written see Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1989-1991, 80. 
327 Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2000 
328 For the worship of chthonic Aphrodite in Pella in the Hellenistic era Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 1994, 251-
254. 
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TERRACOTTA FIGURINES CATALOGUE 
 
1. APHRODITE UNBINDING HER SANDAL 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.14 Pl.1a 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
Clay red (2.5 YR 5/8) 
Saved height 0,47 m. 
Part of the right hand and leg are missing. The fingers of the left hand and one of the corresponding leg 
are broken. Welded and filled. Many chipped off spots. A small round hole on the back. 
Figurine of naked Aphrodite unbinding the sandal. She is leaning on the right foot and while 
raising the left one forward, she is trying to unbind her sandal. The right arm is extended 
downwards, the left one is bent sideways. The hairstyle is of knidian type. The curls are 
rendered with thin dense wavy incisions. Long braids fall on the shoulders. She wears a 
stephane and disc shaped earrings. On the far-left leg two ribbons of red pigment are saved 
and the supplementary round disc of the sandal.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
For the iconographic type see LIMC II, 1 (1984), 163, nos.201-202 in the λ. Aphrodite in 
peripheria orientali (Jentel). Many examples are known from the workshops of Delos and 
S.Italy. For the sculptural representation of the theme see Bieber 1955, 144, fig.394. For 
bronze representations see Havelock 1971, 122, no.87 and Hill 1949, 94-95, Pls.40,41 nos.207-
209. For a third century copy of Hellenistic originals of Asia Minor see Brinkerhoff 1970, 38, 
no.53. For the terracotta variations of the type see LIMC II, 2 1984, 46, fig. 471, 472 and Bieber 
1955, 144, fig.395. 
 
2. APHRODITE UNBINDING HER SANDAL 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.43 Pl.1b 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
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Clay red (2.5 YR 6/6). 
Saved height 0,33 m. 
The head, the left leg and arm and part of the right hand are missing. Welded and with many chipped 
off spots. 
Part of a figurine of the type of no.1, but of smaller size. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.1, previous entry. 
 
3. APHRODITE ANADYOMENE 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.7 Pl.2a 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
Clay yellowish red (5YR 6/6). 
Height 0,345 m., height of base 0,045 m. 
Part of the right hand and a finger of the left one is missing. Welded and filled. An oval hole on the back. 
Figurine of a semi-naked Aphrodite of the type of Anadyomene, on an oval base. A himation 
tied forward covers the thighs and the legs leaving uncovered only their upper part. She wears 
sandals with high heels. A round disc is saved on the upper part of the far leg. On the torso, 
relief straps with small knobs and a round disc between the breast are discerned. The hairstyle 
is of knidian type with a formatted bun on the back and long braids on the shoulders. She 
wears a thick cylindrical wreath with dense strikes and earrings that are rendered with 
supplementary clay, without a clear configuration. The arms are bent, the right one sideways, 
the left one upwards.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
For the iconographic type see LIMC II, 1 (1984) 49ff, in λ. Aphrodite (A. Delivorrias, Berger-
Doer, Kosstaz-Deissmann). The type, widely spread in the Hellenistic period, had resulted in a 
large number of free repetitions, which differ concerning the naked or semi-naked image of 
the goddess, her support motif and the hand movement. For the rendering of the type of the 
naked or semi-naked Aphrodite in Macedonia in the Hellenistic era see Τζαναβάρη 2002, 157-
160. The type of naked or semi-naked female figure with raised hands had a great impact on 
the creations of terracotta workshops mainly of Asia Minor. For examples see Mollard-
Besques 1963, Pl.10e MYRINA 961. For a similar figurine from Pergamos see Topperwein 1976, 
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215, Pl.34. no.208. Among the variations of the type see Leyenaar-Plaisier 1979, 530 for 
Aphrodite Anadyomene with Eros.  For Anadyomene with Priapos Burr 1934, 33, Pl.IV no.9. 
The same composition occurs in the figurines from Veroia: Τζαναβάρη 2002, 260, Pl.74 
fig.266; Τζαναβάρη 2002, 261, Pl.76. fig.269. For a variation of the type, where Aphrodite is 
depicted with a dolphin see Κόρτη-Κόντη 1994, 104-105, no.49, 95-96, no.17. Many examples 
of the specific iconographic type come from tombs of Serres, N.Kerdyllia (Μάλαμα-Νταράκης 
2008, 64-65, ΜΑ 6318-6319, 275, ΜΑ 6907, 323 ΜΑ 7019-7021) and also in Amphipolis 
(Leyenaar-Plaisier 1979, 113-114, no.228, Pl.40). 
 
4. APHRODITE ANADYOMENE 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.78 Pl.2b 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
Clay yellowish red (5YR 6/6). 
Height 0,355 m., height of base 0,042 m. 
Parts of the left and the right-hand edge are missing. Of the same mould with the previous figurine 
apart from the head. 
Figurine of the same type with no.3. She wears a ring foot stephane with toothed edge. The 
base of the stephane is decorated with small round discs, which have been detached. She 
wears earrings with lanceolate edge. The right hand is bent in front of the trunk.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.3, previous entry. 
 
5. APHRODITE ANADYOMENE 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.79 Pl.2c 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
Clay yellowish red (5YR 6/6). 
Height 0,345 m., height of base 0,042 m. 
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The lanceolate earrings are rendered with additional clay with incision. From the same mould with nos. 
3, 4, apart from the head. An oval hole on the back. 
Figurine of the same type with the previous one, better preserved. The figure wears a thick 
cylindrical wreath with dense strikes, wrapped in a ribbon, which is rendered with incisions. 
The bun is formatted and has the shape of a cylinder, compressed in the middle. The right 
hand is bent in front of the trunk, such as in no.4, the left one in front. The two round discs of 
the sandals on the upper part of the leg edge are preserved.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.3, previous entry. 
 
6. APHRODITE ANADYOMENE 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.53 Pl.2d 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
Clay yellowish red (5YR 6/6). 
Saved height 0,14 m. 
The upper part of the figurine is of the same type with no.3 and probably from the same 
mould. On the head, the thin cylindrical stem of the wreath is preserved and holes on the hair 
for the insertion-fixation of leaves and fruits.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.3, previous entry. 
 
7. APHRODITE ANADYOMENE 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC  
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
BE 1976/249 Pl.3a 
Pella, the rock-cut chamber tombs: from the corridor of the tomb no.34 (Zotaki’s field). Collecting. 
Clay light red (2.5YR 6/6). 
Height 0,275 m. 
The hands are missing. On the back side, a rectangular ventilation hole and a smaller round one for 
suspension. White exfoliated coating is preserved. 
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In a comfortable position, with the right leg bent and slightly pulled sideways. A himation that 
starts from the shoulders, covers the back side and the lower part of the body, almost from 
the beginning of the thighs. Its two edges are united in front and end up in a vertical fold 
between the legs. The beginning of the thighs and the upper part of the pudenda are 
distinguished with incisions. The head slightly turns to the left. The neck is thin, cylindrical, 
with two horizontal incisions. The hair is tied up in a bun with curls. She wears round earrings.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
For figurines of the same type: Burr 1934, 32, Pl.II no.6; Wiegand, Priene 1904, 342, no.348.  
 
8. THE LEANING APHRODITE 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.8 Pl.4a 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
Clay rosy (5YR 7/4). 
Height 0,49 m., height of base 0,065 m. 
Part of the left hand and the right-hand edge are missing. Welded and filled. On the back side, an incised 
O and an oval hole.   
Figurine of a semi-naked Aphrodite on an oval base. A himation covers the part of the body 
under the beginning of the thighs with a thick folding of the upper edge. One end of it is 
wrapped around the left hand that is leaning on the pessary and falls down wavy. Upon the 
two-stepped pessary there is a column with two spirals and a small disc in place of the echinus 
and a low rectangular crowning instead of the abacus. The right hand is bent forward. The 
headdress is of knidian type with long braids on the shoulders. On the back of the head the 
hair is rendered with thin incisions, while a low elongate bun is formed, slightly protuberant. 
The figure bears a thick cylindrical wreath with small dense strikes, wrapped in a ribbon, which 
is rendered with incisions. Under the wreath a thin cylindrical stem of another wreath with ivy 
leaves and fruits is discerned. The earrings are disc-shaped with lanceolate edge. She wears 
high heeled sandals.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
For the iconographic type see LIMC II, 1 (1984) 67, nos. 569-593, in λ. Aphrodite (Delivorias). 
The figurine belongs to the type of the leaning Aphrodite, coming from classical standards, 
appears in terracottas from the middle of the 4th c.BC and survives until the late Hellenistic 
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years. Numerous examples with variations in the supplementary elements, the objects the 
figurines hold and the types of the supports were found. See also the similar figurine from 
Mytilene: Αχειλαρά 1, ΙΙ, 2006, 55, no.450. For the relief funerary columns see Λεμπέση 1976.  
 
9. THE LEANING APHRODITE  
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.19 Pl.4b 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
Clay red (2.5YR 5/6). 
Height 0,49 m. 
Welded and completed. On the back side, an incised O and an oval hole.   
Figurine of semi-naked Aphrodite of the type of no.8. The column, which is based on a pessary, 
is preserved entire. The figure bears a thin cylindrical wreath with ivy leaves and fruits and a 
wreath with toothed edge. The part of the himation that is wrapped around the wrist of the 
left hand is rendered with supplementary clay. She wears disc-shaped earrings with lanceolate 
edge.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.8, previous entry. 
 
10. THE LEANING APHRODITE 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.11 Pl.5a 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
Clay red (2.5YR 5/6) 
Height 0,47 m., height of base 0,075-0,08 m. 
Welded and completed. Parts of the hands are missing. On the back-side a round hole. 
Figurine of semi-naked Aphrodite of the same type with the two previous ones, but with small 
variations. The left foot stands on a horizontal crepis, upon which the pessary rests. The hair, 
with intense incisions, form a lampadion on the top of the head and are tied in a ribbon. From 
both sides of the stripe project curls, which look like a snail. On the back side of the head are 
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rendered with parallel incisions, while at a low ebb an elongated low bun, slightly protuberant 
is formed. Long braids fall on the shoulders. She bears a thin, cylindrical wreath with ivy leaves 
and fruits and disc-shaped earrings with lanceolate edge. She wears sandals with high heels.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.8, previous entry. 
 
11. THE LEANING APHRODITE  
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.20 Pl.5b 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
Clay red (2.5YR 5/6) 
Height 0,45m. 
Welded and completed. On the back side, an incised O and an oval hole. 
Figurine of semi-naked Aphrodite of the same type with no.8. On the trunk traces of the 
painted straps are discerned. She bears a ring base stephane with toothed edge. The rendering 
of the hair is similar to that of nos.8,9. From the same mould with nos.8,9 apart from the head.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.8, previous entry. 
 
12. THE LEANING APHRODITE 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.21 Pl.5c 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
Clay reddish yellow (5YR 7/6) 
Saved height 0,35 m., height of base 0,055m. 
The upper-above the breast-part and the column are missing. Welded and completed. 
Figurine of semi-naked Aphrodite of the same type with no.8. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.8, previous entry. 
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13. THE LEANING APHRODITE 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
BE 1977/205 Pl.6a 
Pella, the rock-cut chamber tombs: from tomb C no.28 
Clay red (2.5YR 4/6) 
Height: 0,235  
Height with the prop: 0,455 
Height of base 0,04m. 
Welded by many pieces. Parts of the fingers and the peak of the crowning of the statuette are missing. 
On the upper part of the head a small suspension hole. White exfoliated coating is preserved and traces 
of violet pigment on the himation and red on the hair and on the guitar.    
Female figurine. The base is of elliptical shape. The figure is standing upright with the right leg 
stationary and the left slightly bent and pulled sideways, resting with the elbow of the left 
hand on a pessary. She wears sandals with high heels. A himation, which covers the lower part 
of the body, from the beginning of the thigs, forming a thick folding, is wrapped around the 
wrist of the left hand and freely falls sideways. With the fingers of the left hand, which are 
missing, she is holding a guitar, which is stuck on the left side of the belly. On the hand 
indicator, a disc-shaped ring is discerned. With the bent right hand, she is holding a plectrum. 
The head slightly turns to the left and below. The long hair is pulled backwards, while rich 
braids fall on the shoulders. She wears round earrings and a tegidae on the head.  
The height of the base of the pessary on which the figure is leaning is 0,04 m. and is consisted 
of two steps of different height and a rectangular capital. On the left back corner of the capital, 
the height of which is 0,015 m., a statuette is resting, of 0,055 m. height, part of which is 
without flutes. The rest of it, the height of which is 0,055 m., bears five flutes on the front, 
which continue to the crowning. The two flutes of the edge form coils. A small relief  disc upon 
the two front flutes and on the base of the crowning a relief ribbon, 0,007 m. wide. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
For the similariries with the figurines from the graves of Veroia see Τζαναβάρη 2002, 259, 
Pl.70 no.261; Τζαναβάρη 2002, 259, Pl.71 no.262. For a clay figurine of Aphrodite with a guitar 
from Pella: Alexander the Great, History and Legent in Art, 1980, 44. 
14. THE LEANING APHRODITE  
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
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Archaeological Museum of Pella 
BE 1977/230 Pl.6b 
Pella, the rock-cut chamber tombs: from tomb C no.28 
Clay reddish yellow (2.5 YR 5/6) 
Height: 0,235, height of base 0,035m. 
Welded by many pieces and with small additions. Parts of the pillar and of the fingers are missing. A 
small suspension hole on the upper part of the head. On the back side, an oval ventilation hole. White 
exfoliated coating and traces of violet pigment are preserved upon the himation. Pink pigment is saved 
on the guitar and dark grey, probably residue of blue on the naked trunk of the figure. 
Female figurine of the same type with above, but the heads differ. The head slightly turns to 
the left. The long hair is separated in the middle, while long braids fall on the shoulders. She 
wears a wreath with thick cylindrical stem with small strikes, tied with a wide band. Under the 
stem of the wreath a leaf and a fruit ivy display on either side of the head.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
For the figurine see Alexander the Great, History and Legent in Art, 1980, 56.  
 
15. THE LEANING APHRODITE 
Late 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
BE 1978/185 Pl.7a 
Pella, the rock-cut chamber tombs: from tomb I ( no.33) 
Clay red (2.5YR 5/6) 
Height: 0,42, height of base 0,05m. 
Female figurine, welded by many pieces and completed. Pieces of the left-hand edge and the crowning 
of the pillar are missing. An oval ventilation hole on the back. White exfoliated coating is saved, red 
pigment on the hair and pink on the lips. 
The figure is standing leaning on a small pessary to her left.  The left leg is bent on the knee. 
She wears sandals with high heels.  A himation covers the legs from the groins, forming a thick 
folding on the upper part, is wrapped around the arm of the leaning on the low pessary left 
hand and freely falls down. In the bent left hand of the figure part of the horn of Amalthea 
that she was holding is preserved. The right hand is raised and bent almost at right angle. She 
must have been holding with that some object. The head slightly turns to the left. Two long 
braids fall on the shoulders, while on the back an elongated bun is formed with four incisions. 
She wears a radial ring foot stephane and spicate earrings. The pessary, to the left, where the 
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figure is leaning, has a base, which consists of two parts of different height and rectangular 
capital. In the middle of the trunk two horizontal incisions are distinguished.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
Concerning the posture of the body see the similar figurine from Myrina: Myrina, Burr 1934, 
33, Pl.IV. no.10. For a similar position of the right hand see Alexander the Great, History and 
Legent in Art, 1980, Pl. 62; Σιγανίδου, AΔ 33, 1978, Pl. 126e. For the figurines from Veroia 
holding a mask Τζαναβάρη 2002, 258, Pl.69 no.259; Τζαναβάρη 2002, 259, Pl.70 no.260. 
 
16. THE LEANING APHRODITE 
Late 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
BE 1978/185a Pl.7b 
Pella, the rock-cut chamber tombs: from tomb I ( no.33) 
Clay reddish brown (2.5YR 4/4) 
Height with the prop 0,41m., height of base 0,045-0,05m. 
Female figurine, welded and completed. Part of the left-hand edge and the fingers of the right hand are 
missing. The base is of oval shape. On the back side, a ventilation hole. White exfoliated coating and 
pink pigment on the himation are saved. 
The type of the figurine is the same with the previous one.  With the leaning on the pillar left 
hand, she is holding an Amalthea horn. The right hand is extended sideways with the fingers 
bent inwards. Perhaps she was holding an Eros. The hair is tied back in a bun that is missing. 
She wears a ring stephane. The pessary upon which the figure is leaning is the same with the 
pessary of no.15, but lower. Upon its capital and on its back-left corner a pillar with plate-like 
crowning. The lower half, 0,07 meters high, is unfluted, the upper half, which stands out with 
a horizontal incision, bears vertical flutes with engraving. Upon the crowning of the pillar a 
dove is standing. At the corners of the lower surface of the crowning, coils, from which the 
back left is saved, are formed.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
A similar figurine concerning the rendering of the body and the clothing comes from Veroia: 
Τζαναβάρη 2002, 259, Pl.70 no.260; Τζαναβάρη 2002, 260, Pl.73 no.264, concerning the type 
of the column. For the figurines from Veroia that hold the horn of Amalthea in the same way 
as in the figurines from Pella see Tζαναβάρη 2002, 260, Pl.73 no.264. 
 
17. THE SEATED APHRODITE 
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Last quarter of the 4th c.BC.  
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.59 Pl.8a 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
Clay reddish brown (2.5YR 5/4) 
Saved height 0,285 m. 
Welded and completed. The head and the right hand are missing. The fingers of the left hand, which is 
saved, are broken. White exfoliated coating. 
Figurine of semi-naked Aphrodite, seated on a rectangular seat at a 3/4 position. The left leg 
is crawling behind the right one. A himation covers the under from the beginning of the thigs 
part of the body and is spread upon the seat. The left hand with a disc-shaped ring is bent 
upwards. On the left side of the trunk a piece of clay is distinguished probably from a 
supplementary object.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
For the position of the legs in seated figures see Thompson 1962, 249, Pl.88; Thompson 1963, 
283, Pl.74. 
 
18. THE SEATED APHRODITE 
Last quarter of the 4th c.BC. 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/130 Pl.8b 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/9. 
Height 0,167m., height of base 0,03m. 
Height of neck 0,055m. 
Rim diameter 0,032m. 
Welded. Part of the handle of the lekythos is missing. White coating and exfoliated pigments. Black 
surface from the pyre. Some folds are rendered with very thin lines of reddish yellow pigment (7.5YR 
7/8) on the white coating. The himation is painted grey (7.5YR 6/0), well preserved on the legs of the 
figure. The edges of the himation must have been white. The rock, on which the figure seats, is painted 
with the same pigment of the himation. With a thin line of reddish yellow pigment (7.5YR 7/6) is 
emphasized the contour of the body, the hands and the face. The short hair is painted with reddish 
brown pigment (2.5YR 4/4). The small curls on the top of the head are rendered with the same 
pigment .Above the forehead a pigtail is formed. The contour of the wings, which must have been 
gilded, is reddish brown (2.5YR 4/4). The inside of the wings is grey as the himation of the female figure. 
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The back side of the figurine, slightly convex, is decorated with floral motifs in a reddish yellow pigment 
(7.5YR 6/8). 
A female figure is represented in a three quarters comfortable posture seated on a rock, 
leaning on her left hand. The weight of her body seems that it falls upon the stretched left 
hand, which leans on the rock. This comfortable posture is emphasized by the crossed legs. 
She wears a short-sleeved chiton. On the left side, the chiton leaves uncovered the left breast 
and the arm of the respective hand. The chiton is distinguished for its transparency, as it glues 
onto the body emphasizing the anatomical details. The himation, on the back of the figure, is 
held stretched sideways with her right hand. One of the edges of the himation forms a thick 
folding in the beginning of the thighs, which falls wavy on the rock where the figure seats. The 
other edge with a similar ripple is displayed under the palm of the left hand. On the left bottom 
of the scene a young Eros is depicted laterally. He holds in both hands the edge of a small ship. 
He is facing left, with his head bowed, and strongly bent his left leg. On the upper part of the 
back side there is a small hole where the neck of a lekythos with the ending of its handle sticks.  
The front view is constructed with mold, the back is handmade. The figurine open to the lower 
side is stuck on the upper surface of the wheeled base. The pieces of clay in front of the base 
for the rendering of the waves are supplementary.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
For the description see Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη-Ακαμάτης 2014, 51-52. 
 
19. THE SEATED APHRODITE 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
BE 1976/252 Pl.9a 
Pella, the rock-cut chamber tombs: from the tomb no.34 (Zotaki’s field).  
Clay reddish yellow (5YR 6/6) 
Height 0,08m 
The head, the right hand and part of the body are missing. White coating is preserved. 
Figurine of seated female figure. The legs of the figure crucify in front. She wears a himation 
that covers the legs from the beginning of the thighs and the left hand, below the elbow.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
Λαζαρίδης, Άβδηρα 1960, 161, Pl.17, but with a reverse position of the feet.; TK II 132, no.4. 
For common stylistic peculiarities with the figurine from Pella see the figurine from the 
Athenian Agora, in the Komos Cistern, Thompson 1987,359 (283), 365 (289), Pl.74 no.16. 
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20. THE SEATED APHRODITE 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
BE 1976/279 Pl.9b 
Pella, the rock-cut chamber tombs: from the tomb no.34 (Zotaki’s field). 
Clay reddish yellow (5YR 6/6) 
Height 0,09m 
The trunk and part of the neck and the face are saved. White peeled coating and light blue and pink 
pigment are preserved . 
Figurine of female figure seated on a rock. The figure rests on a rock with the left hand. Part 
of the himation, which would probably cover the lower body from the beginning of the thighs, 
is wrapped around the arm. Two horizontal incisions on the neck.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
For a similar figurine see TK 132, No.7.   
 
21. THE SEATED APHRODITE 
Last quarter of the 4th c.BC. 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/133 Pl.10a 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/9. 
Clay grey (5YR 5/1) 
Height 0,179m., height of base 0,03m. 
Lower diameter 0,085m. 
Deep red pigment is saved on the upper part of the base, on the ground, on the leg of the diphros on 
the pyx, violet on the left wing of the Eros, yellow on the himation of Aphrodite, brown red on the hair 
of the figures, on the rosette and on the left houlder of the Eros. (it probably declares a belt). On the 
upper part of the back side, a small suspension hole.White coating and exfoliated pigments. 
Clay figurine of seated Aphrodite with an Eros. The base is high, oval with plastic ring on the 
top and bottom. The two figures come up in relief, since above and behind them a clay thin 
plate, which ends in the lampadion of the semi-naked Aphrodite, is formed. The goddess is 
sitting on a diphros. The upper part of her trunk is rendered almost frontally an the lower in 
three quarters. The left foot, slightly higher than the right, is stepping on the elevated, rocky 
ground. The head slightly turns to the left.  Double braids of hair fall on the shoulders, while 
on the upper back part of the head a formatted lampadion is formed. The figure wears a 
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himation, which covers the lower part of the body, is folded in the area of the belly and comes 
up behind the left leg. The necklace and the bracelet are rendered with yellow pigment. With 
the extended to the right hand it seems that she opens some object from a rectangular pyx, 
leaning on the corresponding thigh. Her left hand is leaning on the right shoulder of an upright 
Eros, who is depicted frontally with the right leg comfortable. With the corresponding hand 
she holds a himation that covers the back part of the body. Between the wings there is a relief 
rosette. The hair is formed in lampadion shape. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
Similar figurines were found in Myrina (Besques 1994, 25, MYR.47) and Robinson, Olynthus 
VII, 1933, 74-75, Pl.39 no.374. 
 
22. THE KOUROTROPHOS APHRODITE 
First half of the 2nd c.BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.52 Pl.11a 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
Clay light red (2.5YR 6/6) 
Height 0,35 m., height of base 0,05 m. 
Welded and completed. The head of the Eros is missing. An oval hole on the back side. 
Figurine of semi-naked Aphrodite, who holds with her right hand a small Eros, in a high 
rectangular base. The right hand of the figure is bent upwards, the fingers are missing. An 
himation covers the lower part of the body, forming a thick folding on its upper edge. A round 
disc of the painted straps between the breast. The hairstyle is knidian with a stylized bun on 
the back and long braids on the shoulders. She bears a cylindrical wreath with dense strikes, 
wrapped in a ribbon, which is rendered with incisions.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
Figurines of this type with different variations have been found in the rock-cut chamber tombs 
of Veroia (Δρούγου-Τουράτσογλου 1998, 62, Pls.29, 37 no.P1486, 62, Pls.30,34,37 no.P1487, 
62-63, Pls.30,37 no.P1488; Σιγανίδου 1978, 264, Pl.126b. For the kourotrophoi figures see in 
general Hadzisteliou-Price 1978, 17, 199ff.  
 
23. THE KOUROTROPHOS APHRODITE 
First half of the 2nd c.BC 
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Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983/51 Pl.11b 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
Clay light red (2.5YR 5/6) 
Saved height 0,28m., height of base 0,06m. 
The part-above the breast- part of the body and the right hand are missing. Welded and completed. 
White exfoliated coating. 
Figurine of semi-naked Aphrodite with an Eros of the same type with no.22, but from different 
mould. A round disc of the straps, which were rendered with pigment, is discerned. The Eros, 
naked, raises the head towards the figure. His hair is short with a pigtail on the upper part of 
the head.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
Compare with the figurine P1484 from the rock-cut chamber tombs of Veroia (Δρούγου-
Τουράτσογλου 1998, 61, Pls. 29,37). 
 
24. THE KOUROTROPHOS APHRODITE 
First half of the 2nd c.BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.56 Pl.11c 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
Clay pink  ( 5YR 7/4) 
Saved height 0,135 m.   
Welded. The Eros and part of the back side of a female figure is preserved. The Eros probably 
from the same mould with no.22. White exfoliated coating, yellow pigment. 
Part of figurine of the same type with no.22.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.22, previous entry. 
 
25. APHRODITE WITH A CENSER 
Last quarter of the 4th century BC  
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1981/591 Pl.12a 
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Pella, the Thesmophorion: Excavation 1980-1981 
Clay reddish yellow (5YR 6/6)  
Saved height 0,182m. 
Joining of several pieces and completed.  The head and the right arm from the elbow and below are 
missing. The underside is closed and rescues part of a ventilation hole. White coating. 
A female figure with a censer. The right leg is bent at a right angle, while the left one, also 
bent, is pulled back, as the figure is about to kneel. She wears a chiton, short-sleeved, highly 
belted, with V-shaped opening that is folded to the neck, while on the left shoulder a draped 
mantle, which seems that falls freely under the bent left arm, with which she keeps a censer. 
The himation covered part of the head. Small part survives in the right part of the back side.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
The origins of the anthropomorphic censers are found in examples of the late 5th c. B.C. - 
beginning of the 4th c. B.C. in Olynthos and Alikarnassos, but most of them date back to the 4th 
c. B.C. and the Hellenistic era. They come from Sicily and Italy, and less from Greece and Asia 
Minor, with common feature the base in the form of the bust, which attributes the divinity, 
or rarely in the form of an animal, and the removable vessel in a flower calyx shape.  For the 
type of the censer, see Stoop 1960. Clay censers in the form of animals are known from the 
sanctuary of the Mother of Gods in Pella (Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη 2000, 92, no.126) and Vergina 
( Δρούγου 1992, 48, fig. 4).  
 
26. APHRODITE WITH A CENSER 
Last quarter of the 4th century BC  
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1981/592 Pl.13a 
Pella, the Thesmophorion: Excavation 1980-1981 
Clay pink (5YR 7/4). 
Saved height 0,115m. 
Part of a figurine of the type of a female figure with a censer, similar to the above, but with 
the left leg bent at right angle. The hand that holds the censer touches on the same leg. 
Probably belongs together with the figurine 1981/1556, but it is not welded.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.25, previous entry. 
 
27. APHRODITE WITH A CENSER 
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Last quarter of the 4th century BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1981/1556 Pl.13b 
Pella, the Thesmophorion: Excavation 1980-1981 
Clay pink (5YR 7/4). 
Saved height 0,069m. 
White coating is saved.   
The right bent leg of a female figure that is pulled backwards. Probably with the figurine above 
consist part of the same figurine.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.25, previous entry. 
 
28. THE REVEALED APHRODITE 
Second half of the 2nd c.BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1981/670 Pl.13c 
Pella, the Thesmophorion: Excavation 1980-1981 
Clay light brown (5YR 6/4). 
Saved height 0,115m. 
The head and the lower part of the body is missing. White coating is saved.   
Naked female figure (Aphrodite), consisted of two pieces. The right foot is relaxed. On the 
shoulders, there is a pitched himation that lifts sideways with her right hand. The himation 
covers the right foot below the knee. The other side of the himation is wrapped around the 
left arm. Braids of hair is discerned on the right shoulder. White coating is saved.   
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
A similar figurine comes from Tarsus (Besques 1994, 271, Pl. 339b) 
 
29.  APHRODITE WITH A SWAN 
Last quarter/ beginning of the 4th c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/66 Pl.14a 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/1. 
Clay light grey (7.5 YR 7/1) 
Height 0,168 m., maximum height of base 0,035m. 
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Welded. The upper right part of the himation and the back side are missing. On the back surface of the 
figurine part of a big rectangular suspension hole is saved. Residues of white coating is saved. The 
surface vitrified by fire. Red pigment on hair. 
A naked female figure, who holds in the right hand a bird, probably a swan, is depicted. She is 
on an uneven basis, which declares a sloping ground surface. The composition is developed in 
a diagonal axis with the female figure moving to the right. The right bent leg is leaning on the 
highest part of the base, the left stretched on her front surface. In the left hand she holds a 
winding himation, which passing from the back part of the body, comes up under the raised 
hand, covers part of the right hand and ends in between the legs. On the head she bears a 
hood. On the front part of the headdress the braids are rendered with incisions and two curls 
of hair fall on the shoulders. The characteristics of the face are indiscernible.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
The type of the figurine is known from the first half of the 4th c. BC with nearest parallels the 
examples from Tanagra and Olynthus. In the figurines of this type are observed variations in 
the presence or not of the bird, the hand with which the figure holds it and the clothing.  
The composition has been used in the decoration of the plastic lekythoi, exclusively funeral 
vessels. The composition is not limited to the tombs, but also used for the decoration of 
private houses; see Robinson, Olynthus XIII, 1950, 71-73, Pl.40 no.370; Robinson, Olynthus 
XIV, 1952, 188-190, Pl.79 no.250 for similar figurines coming from houses from Olynthus. For 
examples from Tanagra see Tanagra 2003, 136, no.83; Higgins 1954, 231-232, Pl.123 no.868; 
Higgins 1986, 109, no.129.     
 
30. APHRODITE WITH A SWAN 
Third quarter of the 4th c. BC  
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/39 Pl.14b 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992,  rock-cut chist tomb 92/21. 
Clay yellowish red (5YR 5/6). 
Height 0,192 m., height of base 0,02m. 
The folds of the vestment are rendered with red pigment, while traces of red and light blue are saved 
on the body, of yellow on the hair and residues of light blue pigment on the wings of the Eros. Red and 
black pigment on the ionic cyma that decorates the base, as well as in the bands that surround her. 
White coating is saved. Welded. 
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Clay figurine of Aphrodite. The naked goddess is on an ellipsoid base. She is depicted with 
intense straddle to the right, with the right leg kneeling on an altar. With the left hand she 
raises the himation, which is spread under the hand, passes with a formatted curved edge 
over the head and falls in a wavy way in the right part of the figure, covering the right leg. The 
hair of the goddess is separated in the middle, with two long braids on the shoulders. The 
curls at the right are emphasized with incision. In the right hand she holds a swan, turned to 
the left. Above and behind the swan an upright naked Eros with a lampadion on the head and 
extended sideways the right arm. His big wings configure the frame of the composition to the 
right and stress the movement of the female figure towards this direction, since the left wing 
is displayed over the right side of her head, while under the right wing lays out the himation 
that the Eros raises. Thus, the right site of the composition is symmetrically restored.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.29, previous entry. 
 
31. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Last quarter/beginning of the 4th c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/128 Pl.15a 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/9. 
Clay reddish yellow ( 5YR 6/6) 
Height 0,207m., length 0,175m. 
Whole. Cracking at the height of the right hand. On the hair yellow orange pigment is saved, red on the 
lips and on the upper part of the chiton. Two suspension holes on the back of the head. White coating 
and traces of intense combustion. 
Clay female bust. The figure, which is rendered until the middle, wears a sleeved chiton with 
a deep triangular opening and probably an apoptygma (its left wavy edge is discerned) and a 
himation hanging from the stephane. This covers the right part of the figure and passing 
diagonally from the trunk, it falls on the left shoulder. A double soft fold is formed in the 
vertical inner edge of the himation, at the right. The minimum folded vestment in the right 
part of the bust comes to the contrary with the rest folded cloth on the trunk and on the left 
shoulder. The wrist and the right hand with a flower project between the breast and the left 
hand slightly lower, under the corresponding breast, with a fruit, probably a  pomegranate.  
Relief pericarps exist in both hands, the left one with twisted lamina. Under the left hand three 
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round pins of the sleeve of the chiton are distinguished. The face of the figure is round with 
fleshy lips and big almond-shaped ophthalmic nipples. The hairstyle is formed by horizontal 
wavy braids  emphasized with deep incisions. Three supplementary rosettes in relief decorate 
the high stephane with the ring base and the earrings.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
Μπέσιος 2010, 296; Μισαηλίδου-Δεσποτίδου 1990, 129, fig.5β; Αρχαία Μακεδονία 1988, 
352, nos.311-312 [Τσακάλου-Τζαναβάρη], 309, no. 262 [Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη]; Βοκοτοπούλου 
1990, Pl. 41a; Μπιλούκα, Βασιλείου & Γραικός 2000, 306, fig. 11. 
 
32. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Third quarter/end of the 4th c.BC  
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/139 Pl.15b 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/10. 
Clay light red (10R 5/3) 
Height 0,212m., width 0,181m 
Dense white coating. Blackened surface at some points.  Behind the stephane, on the upper surface of 
the head, a suspension hole.    
Clay female figurine. Of the same type with no.92/128. The hairstyle is of knidian type with 
wavy curls, rendered on the face and the temples with black wavy lines. The stephane 
between the rosettes is decorated with written palmettes and volute-shaped elements in light 
brown pigment. In the same colour the decoration of the chiton; under its triangular edge a 
row with dots and alternating circular and linear elements. A stripe in dark blue pigment 
decorates the edge of the left sleeve of the chiton. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.31, previous entry. 
 
33. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
End of the 4th c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/44 Pl.16a 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992,  find from collecting 
Clay light red (10R 6/4) 
Height 0,22m., width below 0,186m. 
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Welded and completed. On the upper part of the head two suspension holes. Traces of red pigment on 
the lips, yellow on the headdress. Abundant white coating. 
Clay female bust. Of the same type with no.31. She wears a chiton with a triangular opening 
in the chest and a himation.  With the hands bent upon the chest,  she holds in the left hand 
a dove and in the right one a flower. The face is round with big ophthalmic nipples. On the 
unformatted upper part of the head, the curls were rendered with colour, while dense snail-
like curls are formed sideways. On the upper part of the head an accessory with a relief rosette 
in the center. Rosettes also decorate the earrings. Relief pericarps with twisted sheet.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.31, previous entry. 
 
34. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Third quarter of the 4th c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1976/381 Pl.16b 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1976, cist grave 1, trench E.  
Height: 0,185 m. 
Clay: grey (7,5YR/ 5/6) 
The figure wears a chiton with a V-shaped opening on the chest and a himation hanging from 
the low stephane, which is wrapped around the trunk, leaving the right chest uncovered. She 
holds a flower in the right hand and a fruit in the left one. On the upper part of the head, in 
front of the stephane, a colored fabric ribbon with a relief rosette. The edge of the triangular 
opening of the chiton is indicated in red colour, the lips and the psellion on the left wrist are 
emphasized with reddish brown colour and in yellow-orange the row of the dots of the 
necklace. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.31, previous entry. 
 
35. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
End of the 4th c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
99/13a Pl.17a 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1999, trench I, embankments. 
Clay very light brown (10YR 7/3) 
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Height 0,145m. 
The head, the upper right part and parts of the hands are missing. Welded and completed. 
White coating, exfoliated.   
Pat of a female bust. She wears a chiton and a himation, which leaves the edges of the hands 
naked. The hands are bent in the chest. The folds of the diagonal edge of the himation bear 
dots in black pigment, while the wavy edge of the left sleeve of the chiton and the triangular 
opening in the chest is decorated with small uneven lanceolate elements in black pigment at 
the edges of the fabric. Of the same type with no.31. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.31, previous entry. 
 
36. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Last quarter of the 4th c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
91/350 Pl.17b 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1991, tile-grave 91/8 
Clay reddish brown (2.5YR, 5/4) 
Saved height 0,181 m., width 0,175m. 
The head and small part of the body is missing. Welded. White exfoliated coating.    
Clay female bust. See  wears a chiton with apoptygma and a loosen triangular opening in the 
chest and himation that covers the head. The hands are bent in the chest. In the left hand she 
holds a fruit, probably a pomegranate, rendered in red pigment. On the part of the neck, which 
is saved in the left side, a rosette that decorated the earring is saved.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
A variation of the previous figurines concerning the rendering of the arms, which have smaller 
uncovered segments. To this group belongs a bust of a female goddess from Veroia (burial) 
no.P 2739;.To this group also belong- as in the case of A1 group- certain busts nos. 87/303, 
87/301, 87/311, 87/304, 87/295  from the cemetery of the region of the Agora of Pella, dated 
to the end of the 5th / third quarter of the 4th c. BC.  
 
37. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Third quarter/end of the 4th c.BC  
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/141 Pl.17c 
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Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/10. 
Clay grey (7.5YR 5/1) 
Height 0,16m., width 0,122m 
Welded and completed. A big part of the body is missing. Exfoliated pigments. On the upper part of the 
head, behind the stephane, a small suspension hole. White coating. Blackened surface. 
Clay female bust. The hairstyle is of knidian type. On the upper part of the head a rosette in 
relief is saved. The curls that are formed in the temples are undiscernible. Traces of red 
pigment on the hair and on the lips.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.36, previous entry. 
 
38. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Third quarter of the 4th c.BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/33 Pl.18a 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/21 
Clay yellowish red (5YR 5/4) 
Height 0,22m., width 0,171m. 
Whole. Red pigment is saved on the contour of the ophthalmic nipples, on the lips and on the wrist, 
rosy on the cheeks. On the upper part of the head, behind the stephane, a small suspension hole. White 
coating. 
Clay female bust. The sparse folds of the upper part of the himation come into contrary with 
the dense folds of the rest of the vestment. The folds of the chiton of the trunk and below the 
left elbow are rendered with thin dense lines of red pigment. The knidian type of hairstyle 
with the slightly wavy curls is covered with yellow orange pigment. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.36, previous entry. 
 
39. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Third quarter of the 4th c.BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/34 Pl.18b 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/21 
Clay yellowish red (5YR 5/4) 
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Height 0,162m. 
Welded and completed. White exfoliated coating. 
Clay female bust. The stephane id decorated with a radial red jewel. Yellow orange pigment is 
saved on the headdress and on the necklace, red-brown pigment on the contour of the 
ophthalmic nipples, on the lips and on the flower, rosy on the ophthalmic nipples and on the 
cheeks. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.36, previous entry. 
 
40. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Third quarter of the 4th c.BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/35 Pl.19a 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/21 
Clay reddish brown (5YR 5/4) 
Height 0,165m., width 0,11m. 
Welded and completed. On the upper part of the back side, a suspension hole. 
Clay female bust. The figure is rendered until the middle. The type consists a variety of the 
bust no.31. The rendering of the hands is differentiated. She wears a sleeved chiton with 
triangular opening and a himation that covers the body leaving the chiton visible only in the 
upper part  and below the left hand. Its upper edge traverses diagonally the trunk and  falls 
on the left shoulder. The rendering of its folds is almost calligraphic. Part of the right hand is 
emerging  from the himation between the chest with closed flower in red pigment and little 
lower, under the left chest, the left hand holding a fruit. The face is round with fleshy lips and 
big ophthalmic nipples. The headdress is configured with dense wavy curls, covered with 
yellow pigment. The ring base stephane is decorated with a radial jewel in red pigment. The 
necklace is rendered with a horizontal row of dots from supplementary clay. Of the same type 
with nos.38,39, probably made from the same mould with no.39.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.36, previous entry. 
 
41. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Third quarter of the 4th c.BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
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92/42a Pl.19b 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/21 
Clay light red  (2.5YR 6/6), exfoliated. 
Saved height of head 0,105m.   
White coating, yellow pigment on the hair. Behind the stephane, on the upper part of the head, a small 
suspension hole. 
Head of a female bust. The figure, with headdress of knidian type with wavy curls, wears a 
high ring base stephane and a headgear. The face is round, the lips fleshy, the eyes are big. 
Probably of the same type with no.40.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.36, previous entry. 
 
42. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Last quarter/beginning of the 4th c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/132 Pl.20a 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/9. 
Clay grey (5YR 6/1) 
Height 0,235m. , length 0,231m. 
Welded and completed in large part. A big part of the upper left side of the bust and the stephane is 
missing. On the upper part of the head, behind the stephane, a suspension hole. White coating. 
Clay female bust. The figure is rendered until the lower part of the breast. She wears a sleeved 
chiton with a triangular folded opening and himation, which covers the right shoulder and 
passing diagonally from the trunk, it falls on the left shoulder. Under the folded edge, four 
fingers of the hand of the figure propound between the breasts. The soft folds of the upper 
part of the himation, which surrounds the neck, and those of the chiton, come into opposition 
with the intense folds of the rest of the himation. The stylized edge on the left part forms a 
kind of frame behind the figure. The high disc-shaped stephane is placed on the back of the 
head. The vitruvian scroll with brown red indiscernible pigment on its right part constitutes a 
decorative element of the himation. On the upper part of the head, in front of the scroll, a 
band-shaped accessory with a relief rosette. Stylized snail-like curls in red orange pigment are 
formed in the temples. The face of the figure is round with almond-shaped eyes and heavy 
eyelids.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
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For a stephane of this form, but not so high, see the busts from the cemetery of the region of 
the Agora of Pella, ibid, 66, note 271. 
 
 
43. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Third quarter/end of the 4th c.BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/138 Pl.21a 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/10. 
Clay reddish grey (2.5YR 6/1) 
Height 0,262m., width 0,0231m. 
Welded and completed. The figure is rendered until the beginning of the thighs. On the upper surface 
of the head a suspension hole. White coating. Blackened surface at some points 
Clay female bust. She wears a chiton with a loose triangular opening. On the head she bears 
a stephane with very thin ring base. Its side sections depend on a cloth, which covers the 
shoulders and the upper part of the arms. Its heavy folds come into contrast with the uneven 
folds of the chiton around the hands. In the bent hands in front of the chest, almost uncovered 
from the elbows, she holds with her left a flower and with the right one a fruit, probably a 
pomegranate. The necklace bears lanceolate elements between two rows of dots, clay ones 
above and painted with brown red pigment below. The bracelets are declared with twisted 
laminates. The face is round with fleshy lips and almond-shaped eyes and the hairstyle with 
groups of dense, symmetrical, small curls, like dots. The lower part of the stephane is 
decorated with rosettes in relief. Four rosettes are saved on the stephane. The upper part of 
the stephane, surrounded by two vertical stripes, is decorated with floral motifs (twisted 
branch with spirals, flowers, stylized palmette) in grey pigment. The palmettes and the 
lanceolate elements of the wavy edges of the chiton are declared in the same pigment. Yellow 
pigment is saved on the chiton, on the earrings and on the cheeks of the face. The hair and 
the lower part of the stephane with the rosettes are painted in deep red pigment. The contour 
of the headdress above the forehead is declared in black pigment.     
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
Μισαηλίδου-Δεσποτίδου 1990, 128, fig.5α; Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη & Ακαμάτης 2003,71, 
fig.107;  Βοκοτοπούλου 1990, 68, Pl. 41β. 
 
44. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Third quarter/end of the 4th c.BC  
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Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/143 Pl.21b 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/10. 
Clay reddish grey (2.5YR 5/1) 
Height 0,21m., width 0,183m. 
White coating , surface grey, black from fire. 
Clay female bust of the same type with no.43, but with some differences; the stephane bears 
in the lower part five rosettes, from which the central one the was placed in an elongated 
deepening. On the upper part of the stephane three shallow carvings indicate the position of 
other supplementary elements. The headdress is of knidian type with dense parallel curls, 
stressed with thin incision and red pigment. The necklace, with a row of dots above and 
lanceolate leaves below, is rendered with dark red brown pigment. Residues of brown yellow 
pigment are preserved on the left eyebrow, on the contour of the ophthalmic nipples and on 
the cheeks of the face. In dark brown pigment the headdress around the forehead.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See  no.43, previous entry. 
 
45. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Third quarter of the 4th c.BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/165 Pl.22a 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/12. 
Clay reddish grey (2.5YR 6/1) 
Height 0,19m., width 0,152m. 
Welded and completed. The figure is rendered until the beginning of the thighs. On the upper part of 
the head , behind the stephane, a small suspension hole. White coating. 
Clay female bust. She wears a sleeved chiton with a short apoptygma and a veil. With bent in 
front of the chest hands, she holds a flower in the left hand and a dove in the right one. The 
headdress is of knidian type with slightly wavy parallel curls, stressed with shallow incisions 
and red brown, orange pigment. In the same pigment small wavy curls on the forehead and 
on the temples are declared. The necklace bears relief lanceolate elements from 
supplementary clay. The earrings seem disc-shaped, but they can also be decorated with 
exfoliated rosettes. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
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See no.43, previous entry. 
 
46. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
First quarter of the 3rd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
03/911 Pl.22b 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 2003, rock-cut chist tomb 03/1 
Clay light reddish brown  (2.5YR 6/4) 
Saved height 0,27m., width 0,23m. 
Welded and completed. The right and upper part of the head is missing. On the upper part of the head, 
behind the stephane, a thin clay plate with two suspension holes. Yellow pigment on the hair and the 
earrings, red on the lips, whitish coating on the necklace. 
Clay female bust. The figure is rendered until the waist. She wears  a sleeved  chiton with 
apoptygma. The heavy cloth on the head covers the shoulders of the figures, forming a frame.  
From the sleeves of the chiton the half-bent arms come into sight, holding a pomegranate in 
the right hand and a flower in the left one. On the right hand she bears a relief stephane and 
a necklace with relief lanceolate rosettes on the neck. The earrings are decorated with 
rosettes. The hairstyle is rendered above the head with small dense curls. The stephane bears 
on the lower part a deepening in which rosettes and triangular elements (bucranium) 
alternate. The inner part of the headgear is formed with triple folding, while the rest, 
unmodified, continues the contour of the stephane downwards, forming a frame around the 
figure. The face is round, the nose big, the lips half-open, the ophthalmic nipples almond-
shaped. The soft wavy edges of the headgear and the lateral ones of the apoptygma come 
into difference with the deeply incised folds of the sleeves of the chiton.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.43, previous entry. 
 
47. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
End of the third quarter or beginning of the last quarter of the 4th c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1976/46 Pl.23a 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1976, cist grave 1, trench B.  
Height: 0,20 m. 
Clay: reddish brown (5YR/ 6/4) 
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The figure wears a sleeved chiton with apoptygma. The end of the hands, bent in front of the 
chest, comes up from the sleeves. She holds a bird in the right hand, probably a dove, and a 
flower in the left one. An epiblema is hanging from the polos-stephane, which bears a 
decoration with relief palmettes. The headdress is rendered with parallel rows of wavy curls. 
The necklace bears spear-shaped elements between two rows of dots, the psellion in the wrist 
is attributed in relief and with colour, while the earrings are decorated with rosettes. The 
edges of the chiton are emphasized with light blue colour. Red colour is preserved on the ring 
base of the polos, on the lips and on the flower, red-brown on the contour of the ophthalmic 
niche and on the pericarp, yellow on the hair.   
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See fno.43, previous entry. 
 
48. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
End of the third quarter or beginning of the last quarter of the 4th c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1976/47 Pl.23b 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1976, cist grave 1, trench B. 
Height: 0,20 m. 
Clay: reddish brown (5YR/ 6/4) 
Traces of white paint over the entire surface, as well as of yellow, red and light blue pigment. On the 
upper part of the back of the head, a small plaque with two small suspension holes. 
The figure wears a chiton with apoptygma and a V-shaped opening on the chest, and a 
himation. A covering hangs from the wreath on her head, which is decorated with seven relief 
palmettes. She holds a bird in the right hand, probably a dove, and a flower in the left one. 
The hair is of the so-called Knidos style.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.43, previous entry. 
 
49. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Last quarter/beginning of the 4th c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/129 Pl.24a 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/9 
Clay reddish brown (5YR 5/4) 
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Height 0,215m. , length 0,713m. 
Welded and completed in large part. Reddish brown pigment is preserved on parts of the face and on 
the flower. White coating. Blackened surface and vitrified. 
Clay female bust. The figure, which is rendered until the beginning of the thighs, wears a 
sleeved chiton with apoptygma and with a triangular opening, emphasized with a deep fold. 
The folds of the chiton, slightly relief, are absolutely organic and the folds of the apoptygma 
at the bottom are wavy. With the uncovered hands until the elbows, the figure holds in the 
right hand a dove and in the left one a flower. The wrists of the hands are decorated with 
bracelets with snake heads. The head is slightly oval with stressed chin, fleshy lips and big 
almond-shaped ophthalmic nipples. The hairstyle is formed with long wavy curls with deep 
incisions, which fall on the shoulders with five braids on each side, covered with reddish brown 
pigment. In the right part of the bust, under the curls, the configuration indicates the existence 
of a himation on the back of the body. The relatively low stephane and the earrings are 
decorated with relief rosettes.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
Robinson, Olynthus VII, 1933, 20 no.16, Pl.5 (no.532), 20, no.17, Pl.5 (no.378), 21, no.25, Pl.6 
(no.524), 21-22, no.26, Pl.6 (no.157). 
 
50. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Third quarter/end of the 4th c.BC  
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/140 Pl.24b 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/10. 
Clay light brown (7.5YR 6/3) 
Height 0,217m., width 0,179m. 
Welded and completed. On the upper surface of the head, a suspension hole. White coating. Blackened 
surface at some points, with many cracks. 
Clay female bust.The figure is rendered until the beginning of the thighs. She wears a sleeved 
chiton with triangular opening and a short apoptygma. A himation, hanging from the back side 
of the ring-base stephane, falls on the back side of the body covering the arms. The lack of 
folds in the clothes is obvious apart from the wavy lateral edges of the apoptygma. With the 
uncovered- from the elbows- hands  and bent under the breasts,  she holds in the right hand 
a bird and a flower in the left one. The face of the figure is round with deep ophthalmic nipples. 
The hairstyle is configured with curls separated with grooving. The earrings bear rosettes in 
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relief. Red pigment is saved on the lips, yellow on the cheeks and other parts of the body 
(nose, forehead), orange on the necklace and on part of the stephane, on the edges of which  
written whitish palmettes are saved. The vertical inner edges of the himation and the edges 
of the sleeves of the chiton around the hands are stressed with yellow orange pigment. Finally, 
the edges of the apoptygma are decorated with grey lanceolate elements. Under the 
apoptygma a big written inverse palmette is rendered with yellow orange pigment.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See  no.49, previous entry. 
 
51. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Third quarter/end of the 4th c.BC  
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/142  Pl.25a 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/10.   
Clay reddish grey (2.5YR 5/1) 
Height 0,228m., width 0,169m. 
Welded. Many cracks. On the upper part of the head , behind the stephane, a small suspension hole. 
White coating. Surface blackened and vitrified.                                 
Clay female bust. The figure is rendered until the beginning of the thighs. She wears a sleeved 
chiton with triangular opening and a short apoptygma. The folds of the vestment are slightly 
relief, with the vertical lateral folds of the apoptygma coming into difference with its wavy 
edges. With the uncovered-from the elbows-hands and bent in front of the chest, she holds 
in the right hand a dove and in the left one, a little higher, a flower. The face is slightly oval, 
with stressed chin and deep ophthalmic nipples. The hairstyle is formed by elongated wavy 
curls, which fall on the shoulders and are emphasized with red pigment. She bears a cloth 
accessory on the head, decorated with a knot-shaped ribbon and a rosette. The earrings are 
decorated with relief rosettes. On the neck, a written necklace, rendered with red dots above 
and  lanceolate leaves below. The cheeks, the lips and the bracelet of the right hand in red 
pigment. An inverse palmette in red brown pigment decorates the chiton, under the 
apoptygma. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.49, previous entry. 
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52. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
End of the third quarter or beginning of the last quarter of the 4th c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1976/48 Pl.25b 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1976, chist grave 1, trench B.  
Height: 0,23 m. 
Clay: yellowish red (5YR/ 5/6) 
The figure wears a sleeved chiton with a V-shaped opening on the chest and a himation 
hanging from the high disc-shaped stephane, covering the shoulders and the arms and reaches 
the bottom of the bust. She holds a flower in the right hand and probably a fruit in the left 
one. The thin dense folds of the himation and the wavy edge of the apoptygma are 
characteristic. The hair, separated in the middle, is formed with parallel wavy curls and a 
lampadion on the upper part. In front of the stephane, on the upper part of the head, a fabric 
ribbon with a relief fitment in a bow shape and a rosette. Red pigment on the lips and on the 
hair, red-brown on the contour of the ophthalmic niche and on the psellion of the right wrist, 
yellow on the hair and light blue on the himation. The earrings are decorated with rosettes. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.49, previous entry. 
 
53. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Third quarter of the 4th c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1976/383 Pl.26a 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1976, cist grave 1, trench E 
Height: 0,21 m. 
Clay: reddish yellow (5YR/ 5/6) 
The female depicted here wears a sleeved chiton with apoptygma and an epiblema, which 
hangs from the back of the head. On each of the chiton’s sleeves are three fibulae. The figure 
holds a flower and a dove. Red pigment is preserved on the top of the head, the eyebrows, 
and the lips, as well as in the objects held; yellow pigment remains on the hair surrounding 
the face and on the necklace with lanceolate finials. There is a small white rosette on the front 
of the head. The particularly thin, dense folds of the chiton and the wavy edges of the 
apoptygma are characteristic. On the upper part the headdress is formed with parallel wavy 
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curls and long braids on the shoulders. On the upper part of the head there is a ribbon with a 
rosette. The earrings are decorated with rosettes. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
A variation of the previous group, concerning individual elements (lack of the stephane, 
uncovered parts of the hands). 
 
54. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Last quarter of the 4th c. BC  
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/187a Pl.26b 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/23 
Clay  light reddish brown (5YR 6/4) 
Height 0,133m., length 0,116m. 
Welded and completed. Residues of white coating. 
Clay female bust. She wears a sleeved chiton and himation that covers the upper part of the 
head and as it falls downwards, it covers the right shoulder and arm, as well as the left part of 
the figure. The hands are bent in front of the chest. It is not clear if she holds something. The 
face is oval, the curls are emphasized with parallel dense incisions.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See Louvre cat.II, 1963, 555 no.349 (Amphipolis, end of the 4th c.BC) 
 
55. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Third quarter/end of the 4th c.BC  
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/353   Pl.27a      
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/10.         
Clay reddish brown (5YR 5/4) 
Height 0,28m. 
Welded and completed in large part.  Blackened surface. 
Clay female bust. The figure is rendered until the middle of the belly with vertical arms, stuck 
on the trunk, reaching the waist. She wears a veil with semicircular opening in the neck and 
short apoptygma. The cavities on the underside of the arms indicate the existence of 
receptions for adding separate pieces. Behind the naked arms, the edges of the himation 
project, depending on the high disc-shaped stephane. Thus, a frame around the figure is 
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formed, which continues upwards in a united contour with the stephane. Within this frame, 
angular overhangs are formed above the shoulders. On the stephane, radial elements, which 
probably consist part of the decoration of the edge of the himation, are distinguished. The veil 
bears decoration in whitish grey pigment. The vertical edges of the apoptygma bear a running 
dog, while the edges of the himation lanceolate elements. The face is round, the ophthalmic 
nipples are big and deep.The hairstyle is of knidian type with parallel, thin wavy curls, which 
become snail-shaped on the neck, emphasized in brown red pigment. The curls in the upper 
part of the head are separated from the stephane with a wavy line. The tying of the veil in the 
left shoulder is rendered in red brown pigment. Finally, the contour of the  ophthalmic nipple, 
the eyebrow and the iris of the eye are stressed with brown pigment.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
For the configuration of a frame that the stephane and the himation form with differentiations 
see  Ancient Macedonia 1988, 317 no.274 [Λιλιμπάκη-Ακαμάτη]; Higgins 1954, 101, no.295, 
Pl.50 (Rhodes, late 5th c. BC); Higgins 1954,127, no.443, Pl.62 (Halicarnassus, late 5th c. BC); 
Mollard-Besques 1963, 9, Pl.7f (end of the 5th/ middle of the 4th c. BC); Miller 1979, 21-23, 
Pl.12 a,b (second half of 4th c. B.C.) 
 
56. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Third quarter/end of the 4th c.BC  
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/144 Pl.27b 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/10. 
Clay red (2.5YR 4/6) 
Height 0,208m., width 0,167m. 
Welded and completed in many parts. Many peelings on the face. White coating, blackened surface. 
Clay female bust. The head and the upper part of the trunk is projected upon a rectangular 
table. The edge that surrounds the head is intensively curved. The hairstyle is of knidian type 
with groups of symmetrical, very thin, parallel, wavy curls, stressed with thin incisions. On the 
upper part of the head a ribbon is saved. The face is round, the lips are fleshy and the eyes of 
almond shape with heavy eyelashes. Traces of red pigment on the lips and on the left eyelid.  
Three thin reddish brown lines on the field of the table, which surround the figure, reach her 
shoulders. Thus, the scene acquires depth, which is reinforced by the high relief of the edges 
of the himation, with the intensively projected trunk below and the lower relief of the head.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
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For the type see the mould of a relief female head from Taras, Higgins 1954, 369, Pl.189 
no.1360 (midddle of the 4th c.BC) 
 
57. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Third quarter of the 4th c.BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
92/36 Pl.28a 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1992, rock-cut chist tomb 92/21 
Clay yellowish red  (5YR 5/6) 
Height 0,196m., saved width 0,122m. 
Welded and completed. The back side of the head is unformatted. White coating. Intense peelings on 
the surface. 
Clay female bust. The figure is rendered until the waist. She wears a sleeved chiton and a 
himation, the foldable edge of which traverses diagonally the lower part of the trunk. The face 
is round with big ophthalmic nipples. The hairstyle is configured with parallel wavy curls, 
stressed with deep incision, and a slight elevation on the top (probably a low lampadion). Red 
pigment on the folds of the chiton, the sleeves, the lips and the eyes, yellow orange on the 
hair. The sleeve of the hair is decorated with facing palmettes in red pigment.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
A female bust from the excavated Cyrenaica looks quiet the figurines from Pella, where the 
bust is modelled down to the shoulders (Higgins 1954, 402-403, Pl.207 no.1534, middle of the 
4th c. BC. The type of the bust rendered up to the shoulders is also met in the Hellenistic era 
from the Sanctuary of Darron at Pella (no. 91/25). 
 
58. CLAY FEMALE BUST  
Second half of the 4th c. BC  
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1999/16a Pl.28b 
Pella, East cemetery, Excavation period 1999, 99/10 tile grave 10 
Clay reddish yellow (5YR 6/6) 
Saved height 0,105m. 
Welded. Part of the back side is missing. White exfoliated coating, blackened surface in places. 
Clay female bust. The figure is rendered with vertical arms until the waist. The characteristics 
of the face are indistinguishable. The lack of plastic configuration in the trunk indicates that 
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the figure was naked or that the vestment was rendered with pigment. On the top of the head 
a lampadion is formed. Only the head has a back side.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
The busts of this type are not funerary merely, but are used often as a decoration in the 
houses, since such busts have been found in the houses of the Olynthians. The examined bust 
is similar to a female bust from the East Cemetery of Olynthus which also represents a figure, 
nude to the waist (Robinson, Olynthus VII, 1933, 41-42, no. 145, Pl. 17, 4th c.BC.)  From the 
cemetery of ancient Mieza a bust until the waist, which renders the back of the body and 
belongs to the 4th c. BC., depicts a female nude figure, similar to the figurines from Pella 
(Μισαηλίδου 1990, 129, fig.7δ)  Of the same type is a female goddess found in a cist grave of 
Lete (Τζαναβάρη 1996, 467, 475,  fig.14 ,second half of 4th c. B.C.) A clay female bust from a 
pit grave (T.14) of the south cemetery of Pydna (Μπέσιος 2010, 223α) and three others from 
Sedes of Thessaloniki (Αδάμ-Βελένη 2014, 362-363, fig.1, 365, fig.3, 368, fig.7) are also 
attributed nude to the height of the waist. 
 
59. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.83 Pl.29a 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
Clay reddish yellow (5YR 7/6) 
Saved height 0,145 m. 
Welded and completed. Part of the trunk and the arms is saved.  
Part of a female bust. She wears a sleeved chiton with a V-shaped opening in the neck and 
double breasted straps. The clasps of the sleeves are saved. The necklace is rendered with a 
relief ribbon.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
The clay female busts, which have been found in the sanctuaries, are connected with the 
divinities that protect the dead or with the main worshipped in the sanctuary divinities 
(Croissant 1983, 4ff). Female busts depicting chthonic divinities, Persephone or Aphrodite, 
have also been found in private houses, where the depicted deity was related to the 
household worship (Σιγανίδου, ΑΔ 35, 1980, B2, Χρονικά, 394, Pl.225). For clay female busts 
found in terracotta workshops of the Agora of Pella see Ancien Macedonia (1988) 317, no.274. 
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60. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.145 Pl.29b 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
Clay reddish yellow (5YR 6/6) 
Saved height 0,102 m. 
Welded, from the trunk and the right arm.  
Part of a female bust. She wears a sleeved chiton and a psellion in the right arm.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.59, previous entry. 
 
61. HEAD OF CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.74 Pl.30a 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
Clay reddish yellow (5YR 6/6) 
Saved height 0,225 m. 
Welded and completed, with many cracks. 
Head of a female figurine with a lampadion hair style. Probably from a female bust.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.59, previous entry. 
 
62. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.102 Pl.30b 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, south stoa, floor 
layer. 
Clay reddish yellow (5YR 7/6) 
Saved height 0,086 m. 
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Part of the neck and the face probably of a female bust. On the right side of the neck a braid 
is saved. Intense engraving in hair. Residues of white coating. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.59, previous entry. 
 
63. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1985.145 Pl.30c 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, east stoa of the east 
outdoor space, layer A.  
Clay reddish yellow (5YR. 6/4) 
Saved height 0,15 m. 
Trunk probably of a female bust with a highly belted chiton and a V-shaped opening in the 
neck.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.59, previous entry. 
 
64. CLAY FEMALE BUST 
Middle of the 2nd c. BC 
Archaeological Museum of Pella 
1983.1199 Pl.30d 
Pella, the Sanctuary of the Mother of Gods and Aphrodite: Excavation 1983-1985, warehouse of 
figurines, destruction layer. 
Clay dark reddish brown (2.5YR.6/4) 
Saved height 0,095 m. 
Part of the neck and the hair of the back of the head, probably of a bust, is saved.  
BIBLIOGRAPHY/ COMMENTS 
See no.59, previous entry. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The worship of Aphrodite was very important for the city of Pella throughout 
the Hellenistic Period and this is testified by the numerous terracotta figurines found 
in different locations in the city. The worship differentiations are associated with the 
location where the terracotta figurines were found: in the Sanctuary of the Mother of 
Gods and Aphrodite, in a rural sanctuary, in which the Thesmophorion was celebrated, 
in the east cemetery and also in the rock-cut chamber tombs of the city.  
The terracotta figurines of the sanctuary include the goddess Aphrodite naked, 
in the type of unbinding her sandal, semi-naked in the type of the Anadyomene, 
leaning on a pillar, seated or holding a Cupid. These figurines, produced in large 
quantities by the Pella workshops, were used as sanctuary offerings or grave goods. 
The location of the sanctuary in the vicinity of the Agora of Pella proves that Aphrodite 
was worshipped there with similar substance with that of the Mother of Gods, 
responsible for the public life. Thus, the most suitable epithet attributed to Aphrodite 
of the Sanctuary is that of Pandemos (of All the People). The epithet Pandemos had to 
do with Aphrodite’s political function as a goddess who unites the citizens in harmony. 
Among the dedications found in the Thesmophorion were the terracottas 
figurines, mainly of female figures, a number of which are carrying censers in their 
hands. These figurines have been identified with Aphrodite, the presence of whom 
was absolutely natural in a sanctuary that aimed at the fertility of the land and 
therefore of those who took part in the festival.  
The east cemetery of ancient Pella dated from the 4th to the early 1st c. BC. 
yielded terracotta figurines of Aphrodite in the type of the seated one and also 
statuettes of Aphrodite with a swan. The figurines bear the same characteristics with 
those of the famous terracotta centers of Boeotia, Athens and Olynthus, thing which 
leads to the conclusion that terracottas were imported into northern Greece from 
those centers. The local workshops of Pella accepted a similar influence, through the 
trading of products and craftsmen from the above-mentioned cities, following the 
general principles of the terracotta centers of the mainland Greece. Vice versa, the 
local production of Pella influenced the terracotta workshops of the neighboring 
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regions. The terracotta figurines must have been operated parallel to the pottery 
workshops that existed in the city in the second half of the 4th c. BC.  
The majority of the figurines of the rock-cut tombs of Pella are female figures 
dressed or semi-naked, holding some object or the himation in one hand. The figurines 
are seated in a comfortable posture or are bent sideways. The variety of the clay 
figurines from the rock-cut tombs of Pella offers the opportunity to comment on issues 
concerning the typology, the technique and the interpretation, all relevant to the local 
figurine workshop, where the figurines were made. These figurines cover a long period 
from the middle of the 3rd to the end of the 2nd c. BC. The premature figurines from 
the rock-cut tombs are related to the figurines from the Southern workshops, while 
the later ones (2ndc. BC) are connected with the workshops of Myrina. The clay 
figurines from the Pella tombs existed in both the homes and sanctuaries. Their 
presence in the tombs was not necessary, but in the rock-cut tombs of Pella figurines 
were an essential escort in the female burials. In these female figurines are discerned 
the mortal women of Pella, who offered themselves to the chthonian deities so as to 
protect their dead. The semi-naked female figures, however, constitute a special 
category because of their divine character. The presence of a column with a dove on 
its crowing reinforces the above view. These seminude female figures are identified 
with Aphrodite, because of the distinct characteristics of the goddess, although such 
an identification may not always be correct.  
The busts from the east cemetery consist a special category for the Pella’s 
terracotta production from the 4th until the late Hellenistic period. The 4th c. BC busts 
have common characteristics with those from Veroia and Mieza, thing which testifies 
a common production source, which in this case seems to indicate, at least in part, the 
area of Olynthus. The production of female busts in Pella continued throughout the 
Hellenistic era, but now placed only in public and domestic sanctuaries and no longer 
in tombs. The presence of the busts in the tombs is strongly connected with the wish 
of the living to ensure their deceased under the protection of the chthonian deity 
worshiped in the city. This is no other than Aphrodite, who was worshiped in Pella 
from the 4th c. BC until the early Roman era.  
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Concerning the technique of the figurines, are all made with the technique of 
molds, which means the front view constructed with mold, while the backside was 
completed with clay and smoothed by hand. An off-white coating, on which the colors 
were placed, is preserved in most of the figurines. The holes ventilation are of 
different shapes. Some elements, such as the braids of the hair, the folds of the 
himation, the jewelry and the sandals are supplementary. Incision is used in the heads 
of the figures for the rendering of the hair. In the hairstyling the so-called ‘’knidian’’ 
prevails. The hair may bear a ring-base stephane or a wreath, mainly a thick cylindrical 
one, sometimes wrapped with a ribbon. The shoes of the figures are high sandals, 
rendered either in relief or in color. The clothes of the figurines and also the lips, the 
nose, the eyes were painted with color. Some bare parts, such as the hands and the 
feet, were made separately and were stuck in the final phase before firing. However, 
the Thesmophoria figurines present some new technical elements, concerning the 
position of the ventilation hole and the configuration of the back side. The lack of the 
basis and the linear performance of the garment are typical for most of the figurines 
of the Thesmophorion. These new technical elements that show a different approach 
to the construction of the figurines from the one that has been observed in figurines 
of other sectors of the ancient city, show that the figurines of the Thesmophorion was 
the product of an independent workshop. This workshop produced massively cheap 
offerings of low quality and its production had a specific destination; the rural 
sanctuaries. 
The clay used in the production of the figurines is local, with small amount of 
mica and various foreign elements. Its color varies between brown, dark brown, light 
red and reddish brown, depending on the atmospheric conditions of the kiln.  
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Appendix 
Catalogue Pella Museum Catalogue Pella Museum 
no. no. no. no. 
1. 1983.14 33. 92/44 
2. 1983.43 34. 1976/381 
3. 1983.7 35. 92/13a 
4. 1983.78 36. 91/350 
5. 1983.79 37. 92/141 
6. 1983.53 38. 92/33 
7. 1976/249 39. 92/34 
8. 1983.8 40. 92/35 
9. 1983.19 41. 92/42a 
10. 1983.11 42. 92/132 
      11. 1983/20 43. 92/138 
12. 1983/21 44. 92/143 
13. BE 1977/205 45. 92/165 
14. BE 1977/230 46. 03/911 
15. BE1978/185 47. 1976/46 
16. BE1978/185a 48. 1976/47 
17. 1983.59 49. 92/129 
18. 92/130 50. 92/140 
19. BE 1976/252 51. 92/142 
20. BE 1976/279 52. 1976/48 
21. 92/133 53. 1976/383 
22. 1983.52 54. 92/187a 
23. 1983.51 55. 92/353 
24. 1983.56 56. 92/144 
25. BE 1981/591 57. 92/36 
26. 1981592 58. 1999/16a 
27. 1981/1556 59. 1983. 83 
28. 1981/670 60. 1983.145 
29. 92/66 61. 1983.74 
30. 92/39 62. 1983.102 
31. 92/128 63. 1985.145 
32. 92/139 64. 1983.1199 
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                                                                                                                                                        PLATE 1 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
   
a. Aphrodite unbinding her sandal  
(Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.1 pl.38) 
[No.1]                                                                                           
 
                                                                                                       
                                                                                                   b. Aphrodite unbinding her sandal  
                                                                                                   (Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.2 pl.38) 
                                                                                                   [No.2]                                                                                           
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                                                                                                                                                        PLATE 2 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
                                           
 a. Aphrodite Anadyomene                                                    b. Aphrodite Anadyomene 
 (Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000,no.3 pl.39)                                   (Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.4 pl.39)                                                                                                             
 [No.3]                                                                                        [No.4] 
                                      
                                    
 
                                                        
c. Aphrodite Anadyomene                                                   d. Aphrodite Anadyomene 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.5 pl.40)                                 (Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.6 pl.40)     
[No.5]                                                                                       [No.6]                                                                            
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                                                                                                                                                        PLATE 3 
___________________________________________________________________________  
                                                                   
 
 
 
a. Aphrodite Anadyomene 
           (Lilimpaki-Akamati 1994, no.391 pl.44 
                                                       [No.7] 
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                                                                                                                                                        PLATE 4                                                                                                                                              
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
    
a. The leaning Aphrodite 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.7 pl.41)   
[No.8] 
            
                                                                                                    
                                                                                                  b. The leaning Aphrodite 
                                                                                                  (Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.9 pl.42)    
                                         [No.9] 
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                                                                                                                                                        PLATE 5 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
                                            
a. The leaning Aphrodite                                                     b. The leaning Aphrodite 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.8 pl.41)                                 (Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.10 pl.43)     
[No.10]                                                                                    [No.11] 
 
                                                                                            
 
                                                          c. The leaning Aphrodite 
                                                          (Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.11 pl.43 
                                                          [No.12]                                                                                     
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                                                                                                                                                        PLATE 6 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
                   
                                                                                                         
                                                                                                  a. The leaning Aphrodite 
                                                                                                  (Lilimpaki-Akamati 1994, no.139 pl.20)   
                                                                                                  [No.13]                                                                                                                                               
 
b. The leaning Aphrodite 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati 1994, no.140 pl.20) 
[No.14]                                                                                     
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                                                                                                                                                        PLATE 7  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
              
         a. The leaning Aphrodite 
         (Lilimpaki-Akamati 1994, no.278 pl.32) 
         [No.15]                                                                                     
 
 
                                                                                                   
                                                                                                 b. The leaning Aphrodite 
                                                                                                 (Lilimpaki-Akamati 1994, no.286 pl.35) 
                                                                                                 [No.16]                                                                                     
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                                                                                                                                                        PLATE 8 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
a.  The seated Aphrodite 
                       (Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.17 pl.45) 
                                                             [No.17] 
 
                                     
b. The seated Aphrodite 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.135 no.115) 
[No.18] 
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                                                                                                                                                      PLATE 9 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
  
 
 
a. The seated Aphrodite 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati 1994, no.414 pl.43) 
[No.19]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
 
 
 
                                           
                                                                           
                                                                          b. The seated Aphrodite 
                                                                          (Lilimpaki-Akamati 1994, no.392 pl.43) 
                                                                           [No.20]                                      
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                                                                                                                                                      PLATE 10 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                    a. The seated Aphrodite 
                                    (Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.142 no.120) 
                                    [No.21]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
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                                                                                                                                                      PLATE 11 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
                                                                            
 
a. Kourotrophos Aphrodite                                             b. Kourotrophos Aphrodite 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.12 pl.44)                          (Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.13 pl.44)                                                    
[No.22]                                                                                [No.23] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                        c. Kourotrophos Aphrodite 
                                                        (Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.14 pl.45)                             
                                                        [No.24]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
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                                                                                                                                                      PLATE 12 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
                                         a. Aphrodite with a censer 
                                         (Lilimpaki-Akamati 1996, fig.δ pl.9)      
                                         [No.25]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
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         PLATE 13  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
                                       
                                          
 a. Aphrodite with a cencer                                                       b. Aphrodite with a censer 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati 1996, fig.δ pl.8)                       (Lilimpaki-Akamati 1996, fig.ε pl.8)                  
[No.26]                                                                                          [No. 27]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                       
 
 
                                                            c. The revealed Aphrodite 
                                                            (Lilimpaki-Akamati 1996, fig.ζ pl.14)           
                                                            [No.28]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
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PLATE 14 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
                                                         
                                                                              a.  Aphrodite with a swan    
                                                                             (Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.62 no.55) 
                                                                             [No.29]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
         
                                                       
 
b. Aphrodite with a swan       
(Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.291 no.253) 
[No.30] 
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                                                                                                                                                      PLATE 15    
___________________________________________________________________________                                                                               
 
          
a. Clay female bust 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.139 no.117) 
[No.31] 
 
 
 
       
b. Clay female bust 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.166 no.134) 
[No.32] 
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PLATE 16 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
   
 
a. Clay female bust     
(Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.591 no.600) 
[No.33] 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                             
                                                                              b. Clay female bust     
                                                                             (Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2016, 818, fig.4) 
                                                                             [No.34] 
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                                                                                                                                                      PLATE 17 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
                              a. Clay female bust    
                              (Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.638 no.652a) 
                              [No.35] 
 
 
 
                       
                                     
b. Clay female bust                                                                   c. Clay female bust 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014,                                       (Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, 
fig.37 no.30)                                                                               fig.171 no.136)     
[No.36]                                                                                        [No.37] 
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PLATE 18                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
            
a. Clay female bust 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.284 no.246) 
[No.38] 
 
 
         
b. Clay female bust 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.285 no.247) 
[No.39] 
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                                                                                                                                                      PLATE 19 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
                                                
                                                                  a. Clay female bust 
                                                                  (Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.286 no.248) 
                                                                  [No.40] 
 
 
 
                                          
 
b. Clay female bust 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.288 no.250) 
[No.41] 
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                                                                                                                                                      PLATE 20 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
                   a. Clay female bust                     
                   (Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.141 no.119) 
                   [No. 42]  
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                                                                                                                                                      PLATE 21 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
                       
 
a. Clay female bust                                                                     
(Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014 ,                                        
fig.164 no.133)                                                                            
[No.43]                                                                                          
  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                  
     
                                                                             b. Clay female bust 
                                                                            (Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.174 no.138)                                                                                                 
                                                                            [No.44] 
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PLATE 22 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
                             
 
a. Clay female bust 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.196 no.161) 
 [No.45] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b. Clay female bust 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.511 no.498) 
[No.46]                                                                                                                                               
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   PLATE 23 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
a. Clay female bust  
(Lilimpaki-Akamati 2016, 816, fig.1) 
[No.47] 
 
 
 
                                                                                            
 
                                                                                           b. Clay female bust    
                                                                                           (Lilimpaki-Akamati 2016, 816, fig.1) 
                                                                                           [No.48]                                                                                                                                                                            
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                                                                                                                                                      PLATE 24 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
a. Clay female bust 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.140 no.118) 
[No.49] 
 
                                                                                                                                         
 
            
 
b. Clay female bust 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.168 no.135) 
 [No.50]      
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                                                                                                                                                      PLATE 25 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
                                  
a.Clay female bust 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.172 no.137) 
[No.51] 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
                                               b. Clay female bust 
                                              (Lilimpaki-Akamati 2016, 817, fig.3) 
                                              [No.52]                  
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                                                       PlATE 26    
___________________________________________________________________________    
          
 
 
a. Clay female bust  
(Lilimpaki-Akamati 2016, 819, fig.5) 
[No.53] 
 
 
                                                      
                                                                          b. Clay female bust                                  
                                                                          (Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.322 no.280) 
                                                                          [No.54] 
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                                                                                                                                                    PLATE 27 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
                                                             
           
a. Clay female bust 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.176 no.140) 
[No.55] 
 
 
 
                        
 
b. Clay female bust 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.175 no.139) 
[No.56] 
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                                                                                                                                                      PLATE 28 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 a. Clay female bust                                  
 (Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.287 no.249) 
 [No.57] 
 
 
                                                                               
                                                                             b. Clay female bust  
                                                                             (Lilimpaki-Akamati-Akamatis 2014, fig.504 no.491)  
                                                                             [No.58]                             
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PLATE 29 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
    
 
a. Clay female bust       
(Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.64, Pl.62) 
[No.59] 
 
 
 
 
                                                                         b. Clay female bust 
                                                                         (Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.65, Pl.63) 
                                                                         [No.60] 
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 PLATE 30 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
                                
a. Head of clay female bust                                         b. Clay female bust 
(Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.70, Pl.64)                      (Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.71, Pl.64) 
[No.61]                                                                             [No.62] 
 
 
 
 
                       
  c. Clay female bust      d. Clay female bust   
  (Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.72, Pl.65)                        (Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000, no.73, Pl.65)                           
  [No.63]                                                                               [No.64] 
